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SwitchMed Report: Egypt

FOREWORD
Envisioning a more sustainable Egypt is no longer a dream nor an unrealistic endeavor. This realization in itself is a great achievement
to behold, given that state officials at all levels spearheaded by the president, have made it very clear that sustainable development is a
key objective for Egypt. It is now perceived as a strategic instrumental policy framework for a more prosperous future Egypt.
The panacea of all public and official lobbying efforts for adopting a national agenda for sustainable development, have resulted in a
widely declared endorsement during the proceedings of the ‘Egypt the Future’ the Egypt Economic Development Conference (EEDC).
The conference convened in Sharm El-Sheikh on the 13-15th March 2015, is a key milestone of the government’s medium-term economic
development plan. Thus reflecting a national consensus designed to overcome current economic challenges and bring prosperity and
improved social services to the people of Egypt.
At this international gathering attended by several global leaders and the Chief Executive Officers of major international companies, Egypt
announced its launching of its Sustainable Development strategy for 2030. The new vision aims to strategically position Egypt among the
world’s emerging economies. The main objective of the strategy is to integrate sustainable development principles across sectors.
The process of development of the strategy involved the participation of different ministries and stakeholders. The Ministry of Environment
played a leading role in collaboration with the Ministry of Planning in this context of a strong partnership with the Ministry of Planning.
Against this backdrop, it is clear that the national policy development process has been set forth to endorse more actionable activities
to both expedite a transition towards green economy, and achieve sustainable development. This is particularly important since the
global development community is dynamically discussing ‘Post 2015 Development Agenda’ and the sustainable development goals
(SDGs) to replace last decade’s millennium development goals (MDGs); yet another important consideration underlying Egypt’s new
sustainability outlook.
In this respect, Egypt’s Ministry of Environment has been working in recent years with the support of international partners, especially
the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) to pave the way for mainstreaming green economy and sustainable consumption
and production related policies as tools to achieve sustainable development. Towards this end a ‘Green Economy Scoping Study’ for
Egypt was developed and later launched in collaboration with the Center for Environment and Development for the Arab Region and
Europe (CEDARE) and UNEP.
This publication at hand addressing ‘Sustainable Consumption and Production National Action Plan for Egypt’ is considered another
significant stepping stone contributing to a continuum of knowledge accumulation for nationally integrating sustainability in Egypt’s key
economic sectors. The national action plan addresses four priority sectors including: Energy, Agriculture, Municipal Solid Waste and Water.
More importantly this publication is a blueprint for actionable activities that could be translated into operational projects accompanied
with policy interventions required for the actual implementation of Egypt’s sustainable development goals and economic priorities.
This national action plan when implemented, will mainstream the newly introduced concepts and tools of sustainable consumption
and production into Egypt’s overall sustainable development policy framework and gradually alter unsustainable consumption and
production patterns by introducing policies and projects that could provide better informed decision making processes and success
stories that can be replicated and up-scaled on the national level in different geographic regions.
It is therefore my pleasure to thank on behalf of the Ministry of Environment our partners at the European Commission for funding the
project and our partners at UNEP and CEDARE for leading and facilitating the development process of the action plan with the support
of the ministry’s team and focal points. I would like to underscore the importance of the consultation process and the participatory
approach that has been endorsed to develop the national action plan and to ensure its realistic reflection of Egypt’s actual socioeconomic and environmental needs and aspirations
This national action plan is the beginning of a long journey ahead, towards having future generations of Egyptians living in sustainable
communities and cities.

Dr. Khaled Fahmy
Minister of Environment
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About SwitchMed
The EU funded SwitchMed project is implemented jointly by
the project countries (Algeria, Egypt, Israel, Jordan, Lebanon,
Morocco, Palestine and Tunisia) and the institutional partners
UNEP, UNIDO and SCP-RAC. SwitchMed is divided into
3 components addressing different parts of the transition process
to Sustainable Consumption and Production (SCP) - SDG12:
(i) A policy component, built around the Barcelona convention
(for the Protection of the Mediterranean Sea and Coastal Regions)
and SCP national action plans;

Main objectives:
l

Leapfrogging to socially inclusive Sustainable
Consumption and Production practices preserving the
environment;

l

Integrating the natural capital and the environment in
the core business of Mediterranean companies

l

Creating a critical mass of citizens for SCP;

(ii) Demonstration activities linked both to the policy component
and the private sector;
(iii) Networking function to allow for exchange, joint learning and
further scaling up;
UNEP-DTIE is coordinating the national policy component –
Reinforcing circular economy in the Mediterranean governance
framework and mainstreaming SCP in national policies. Under
the national policy component the project countries will develop
Sustainable Consumption and Production National Action Plans
(SCP-NAP).
The implementation methodology used under the SwitchMed
national policy component has been adapted to each countries’
specific needs and requests. To assure coherence between
ongoing and previous national work, the activities at country
level build on already existing work and projects (Green Economy,
SCP assessments, sustainable development assessment and
strategies, SCP projects, etc). In this process UNEP works with
national consultants in the project countries to allow a transfer of
knowledge and reinforcement of national capacity. The SCP-NAP
methodology assures that a large and diverse group of national
stakeholders are involved in the national process (government,
civil society, private sector, media, academia, bi- and multilateral
partners, UNCTs, etc). Furthermore collaborations with UN
institutions and other bi-lateral partners have been established
at country level.

The successful development of eight SCP-NAPs
demonstrates that:
(i) in-country activities have to be nationally owned and
nationally driven to be successful;
(ii) the involvement of a large and diverse group of national
stakeholders from the beginning of the planning process is
crucial;
(iii) linkages and synergies have to be established with already
existing projects and initiatives and collaboration with other
partners should be encouraged and fostered.
Each country has chosen to follow its own path to develop
an SCP-NAP and this series of publications clearly shows the
diversity of processes as well as outputs. In some countries the
SCP-NAPs are based on SCP national assessments, while in other
national partners decided to build upon already existing national
SCP information and knowledge.

Executive Summary:
In recent years with Egypt’s political transition,
sustainable development has proved to be one
of the key concepts that Egypt needed to adopt.
A consistent and gradual transformation towards a green economy (GE) and the integration
of sustainable consumption and production
(SCP) approaches are beginning to frame and
govern the general national framework for sustainable development policies in Egypt. In some
instances, sustainable development policies are
emphasized and expressed in Government priorities and policy directives, whilst in many instances their impact and significance have been
overlooked.
The main objectives of this document is to lay
out the framework for an Action Plan for sustainable consumption and production in Egypt. The
Action Plan builds on recent studiesi that have
been undertaken in this area and which provided
a review of the Egyptian Government’s efforts to
promote green policies and integrate environmental considerations in some sectors. This document has been prepared as part of the activities
under the Regional SWITCH-Med project with
the Ministry of Environment as focal point in
Egypt through a collaborative effort involving the
Centre for Environment and Development for
the Arab Region and Europe (CEDARE) and the
United Nations Environment Programme
(UNEP).
It explores recent updates relevant to GE and
SCP in an effort to monitor the current challenges and opportunities that face emerging priority sectors in Egypt, including energy, waste,
water, and agriculture. The preparation of this
document will assist in making a better assessment and of existing policy gaps, efficiency in the
implementation of programmes and plans, in addition to the identification of priorities, projects,
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and activities. The process of formulating the National Action Plan will be based on this detailed
baseline and assessment study.
As a starting point and after outlining the objective and methodology to be adopted in developing the Action Plan in the first chapter; underlying
SCP principles in the Egyptian context are thoroughly explored. The second chapter of the document will begin with a section providing a relevant definition and appropriate policy framework
relevant to the local socio-economic and environmental conditions in Egypt.
Another section focuses on highlighting the importance of existing inter linkages between GE
and SCP, including consideration for economic
sustainability, social inclusion and poverty eradication, and environmental integrity. The importance of the life cycle approach is also highlighted as an integral constituent of any SCP policy approach. While, the second chapter concludes by explaining the rationale for adopting
SCP policies in Egypt.
The third chapter serves as an introduction to a
more detailed overview of SCP polices in Egypt on
a general level. Whereas, the fourth chapter particularly focuses on recent SCP policy developments in each of the selected priority sectors.
These include agriculture, energy, water and municipal solid waste. For each sector recent
adopted package of policy measures and tools, including institutions, regulations, and marketbased instruments will be identified.
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production patterns at the city level. A national
committee for sustainable development was
created in 2006 and a strategy framework for
sustainable development was developed.

CHAPTER 1: Introduction
1.1 Background
The 10-Year Framework Programme for Sustainable Consumption and Production (10YFP on
SCP) aims at enhancing international cooperation to support regional and national initiatives
to accelerate the shift towards SCP. This framework had emerged as a result of a proactive international policy agenda that began with
Agenda 21 in 1992, followed by the 2002 Johannesburg Summit and the Marrakech Process to
support national and regional initiatives to accelerate the shift towards SCP.

Continuing these activities and policies, CEDARE
in cooperation with UNEP and the Egyptian Ministry of Environment undertook a comprehensive “Green Economy Scoping Study for Egypt” in
2013 to assess the potential for Egypt’s transition to a green economy and sustainable development. The study can be considered as an initial stepping-stone towards introducing green
and sustainable policies in Egypt. Inherent in this
process is a transformation towards a more sustainable consumption and production patterns.
The study has focused on water, agriculture, energy and municipal solid waste.

The 10YFP is a concrete outcome of the Rio+20
Summit. It is a global framework of action
to enThis project aims to introduce policy instruments that could influence regulating
hance international cooperation to accelerate
a next
to upscale
its current
effortsintopublic
and creating demandAsfor
greenstep
products
and clean
technologies
the shift towards SCP in both developed and deroll-out sustainable development in Egypt, the
and of
government
institutions� The project supports the gradual adoption of
veloping countries ii . Agriculture,
The significance
the
Egyptian Ministry of Environment with the supMainstreaming Green
& Sustainable
practices including tendering procedures and
framework
is best described throughsustainable
paragraphpublic procurement
port of UNEP
and CEDARE has decided to deTrade, Industry,
iii
1 provision
Public Procurement
in Egypt a mentioned below :
the required law amendments�
A form
of encouraging
sustainable
velop a SCP
National
Action Plan
for Egyptconsumption
under
Water & Energy

Enablin

framework
of push
the strategies,
SWITCH-Med
projectpublic
and production on a the
national
level through
sustainable

Fundamental changes in the way societies produce
funded by the European Commission (EC) and inprocurement
and consume are indispensable for achieving
global is a significant catalyst that could accelerate the formation and the
line with the 10-Year Framework Programme for
sustainable development. All countries continuation
should pro- of integrated sustainable communities�
Sustainable Consumption and Production
mote sustainable consumption and production
pat- objective is to set up a Fund with the objective of reducing Egypt’s Sustaina
The project’s
(10YFP).
terns, with developed countries taking the lead and
energy deficit through the promotion of Renewable Energy applications in local
Applic
with all countries benefiting from the process, taking
manufacturing�
The The
project
proposed
by Ministry
of Industry
builds
on the
Ind
main
objective
of the project
at hand
is to
into account the Rio principles, including,
inter alia,
assist
national
entities
in Egypt
formulate
na-Phase
the principle of common but differentiated
respon-model of the
successful
Egyptian
Pollution
Abatement
Project
- Second
Setting-Up a Renewable
Industry&
sibilities asEnergy
set out&in principle
7 of the Rio
Declarational
action
plans
for
SCP
in
the
four
identified
(EPAP II), implemented by the Egyptian Environmental Affairs Agency and the
Development. GovernEnergy Efficiencytion
Fundon Environment andEnergy
priority sectors (water, agriculture, energy, and
Ministry
with the support of the World Bank� Not only
ments, relevant international organizations,
the of
pri-State for Environment
municipal solid waste).The proposed National
vate sector and all major groups shouldwill
playthe
anfund
ac- expediteAction
the integration of SCP policies, but it will also support
Plan aims at supporting Egypt’s developtive role in changing unsustainable consumption
and
an accelerated transformation
of industry
to clean
productiondevelopmethods and
ment efforts
in achieving
sustainable
production patterns.

ment by
promoting
the efficient
allocationand
andcities�
procedures, a much-needed
determinant
of sustainable
communities

of resources,
prevention,
reduction,
This project aims to use
undertake
Strategic waste
Environmental
Assessment
(SEA) as

recycling, reuse,
and recovery.
Thismaking
shouldtoultiand Allocation for
Energy
Renewable
an essential
for appropriate
decision
evaluate
In Renewable
follow up of
these efforts
at the national
level, policy requirement
mately
lead
to
an
equitable
distribution
of
Egypt
in
2008
undertook
a
study
on
"Sustainable
Energy &
Projects: Strategic Environmental
the potential environmental and social (E&S) impacts of wind and solar energy
wealth,
poverty
reduction
and
an
improved
eniv
Consumption and Production
for Cairo
City”.
nd Social Assessments
Environment
developments on thevironment,
natural, environmental
residentThe
people,
health and resources,
human welfare.
spe- their
The study aimed at providing incentives for the
lives and their well-being�
cific objectives of the action plan include the folintroduction of sustainable consumption and
Eco-innovation is the
development and application of a new significantly
lowing:
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Eco-innovation in Small and Medium-

ized Enterprises in Egypt

Agriculture,
Industry, &
Energy

Renewa

Eco-In

improved product (good/service) or process, a new organizational development

for su

method or a new business practice that can lead to improved economic and

ind

environmental performance� Introducing Eco-innovation to the Egyptian
industrial sector translates to the creation of green industries a component of
sustainable communities�
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Faced with complex and emerging challenges
such as waste management, energy shortages,
water scarcity and alarming environmental degradation, the Government is giving priority to integrating sustainability considerations in the
management of natural resources. Moreover,
the public call for social justice and equitable distribution of wealth and a sustained economic
growth has been a driving force behind significant new policies tailored to balance the economic, social and environmental dimensions of
sustainability.

 Produce a comprehensive National Action
Plan that provides policies and directives to
promote SCP patterns;
 Deepen existing research on benefits, methods, principles and approaches for SCP;
 Mainstream SCP into overall sustainable development policies, programmes and strategies, as appropriate ;
 Consider SCP key enabling factors and conditions, including policy reforms and capacity
The main objective of this undertaking is theredevelopment, with a focus on strengthening
fore to:
capacities for SCP management;
 Identify SCP patterns and green policies in
 Provide actionable recommendations on inthe four priority areas. (Energy, water, agristitutional mechanisms and processes that
culture, and waste);
would better enable the national and local
 Assess and evaluate the frequency and relgovernment
entities,
the privateDevelopment
sector and
Component for
Integrated
Community
evance of SCP policies as opposed to holistic
civil society
to contribute
to the creating
nationalsustainable
deverarching national strategy
and objectives
of gradually
integrated
communities
through
SCP policiesdevelopand applications, one pr
policies
that address
sustainable
cision
making process
under this component
to demonstrate
a formto
of achieve
prototypesustainable
on how integrated communities could be developed and how they can be sustainably ope
ment in general;
und interacting withdevelopment;
the water, energy,
andwaste, and agriculture sectors
 Assess the integration of life-cycle thinking
 Present a list of projects and activities with
in policy-making;
The purpose
Pilo
clear timeframe, budgets and potential
im- of this project is to establish a pilot model of a sustainable
 Evaluate compliance, enforcement, implesite-specific locations in Fayoum and Minya.
sust
plementation partners.
Water, Waste, community based on existing
mentation and efficiency; and
The pilot will be implemented
in 2000
feddan
as gaps
an experimental
& research
com
Energy,
 Identify
existing
policy
and synergies.
The preparation of the National Action
Plan
will
Construction, hub to spread out the know-how in cultivation, water management, recycling &
follow a two-pronged approach; expert feedback
1.3 Methodology
renewable energy technology including five main zones; Green Techno-Centre Hub
Transportation,
from professionals and
community stakeholders
adopted for this
study
inProductive Low cost
Environmentally
RenewableMethod
Energy Techno-Centre,
Agro assessment
Techno Centre
(Agriculture),
& (including
through
a consultativeAgriculture,
process, and
the undercluded
research
and
compilation
of
data
through
v Centre (Water)), Productive Park (including Organic Farms, Green
Friendly Village (PLEV)
Techno
taking of a SCP needsIndustry
assessmentAqua
exercise
secondary sources, including national, regional
through this document. The multi-stakeholder
Industry, Green Business, Recycling units), Knowledge Park (R&D including
and
international annual reports, studies. Special
consultation process has been discussed
in dean Eco-Learning
Training Centre), Sustainable Residential Neighborhoods (20
focus was made on national annual reports pretails in a previous document titled “Roadmap to
Neighborhood), Greenpared
Services
zone�
This pilotand
model
can relevant
be replicated
to sites
by line
ministries
other
public
the National SCP Action Plan in Egypt”.
entities.
Primary
sources
of data
were
also
used
for 400 new communities
in desert
remote
villages
as well
as the
communities
to both
validate
and update
to be established around
the 1�5
million feddan
Nationalgathered
Project� infor1.2 Objective
mation. The primary sources included structured
and semi-structured interviews and meetings
ComponentMain
for objective
Sustainable
of this Agriculture
assessment exercise is to
the challenges
4 lead sector
assigned
sup- of agriculture,
component is especially
as itentities
tacklesthat
bothare
of Egypt’s
food
security
and itexperts
also represent
theto
life-line
identifyimportant
policies and
primarily
in-and waterwith
port
design
of
the
action
plan.
A
survey
has planning for m
he building block for many new sustainable agrarian and rural communities� This
is the
particularly
relevant
in light
of on-going
national
volved in promoting sustainable consumption
l projects�
been
designed
and
sent
to
focal
points
in
releand production, by examining existing trends
vant ministries and stakeholders, including the
and patterns of policy changes andTypical
initiatives.
irrigation systems
consume
a great
amount
of conventional
Sust
Egyptian
National
Cleaner
Production
Centre. energy
And examining environmental policy tools inthrough the use of electric motors. Sustainable energy can find many applications

cluding laws, agreements, market instruments,
The accessibility
of thecommunities
primary data
resources
rural sustainable
directly
engaged in
and voluntary initiatives that enable in
SCPagriculture
will be to empower
was
facilitated
by
the
ongoing
consultation
agricultural activities� One application of clean energy is in waterpropumping
explored.
Agriculture,
Renewable Energy Applications for
cess, which entailed the engagement of sectoral
for agricultural irrigation purposes� The combination of PVWP technology
experts, the creation of expert working groups
mproving on-farm Irrigation systems Water & Energy
with water saving irrigation techniques and sustainable management of
groundwater resources can lead to several benefits. This includes the enhancing
land productivity, halting erosion, providing higher incomes and better living
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conditions for farmers, thus promoting sustainable communities�
4

Agric

Clea

Appl

The overarching goal of SCP is to gradually and
progressively decouple economic growth from
environmental degradation. It ultimately aims at
sustaining economic prosperity, human wellbeing, while protecting ecosystems and enhancing
biodiversityviii.

and the appointment of focal points in line ministries.

CHAPTER 2: SCP in the Egyptian
Context
2.1 Definition

However, the success of these new directives depend on the concerted efforts of different community stakeholders, including Governments,
businesses and consumers. Transitioning to
green economy can effectively contribute to
changing attitudes towards more sustainable
consumption and production patterns, thus contributing to achieving sustainable development
objectives.

Sustainable production and consumption has
been increasingly receiving worldwide attention
since the Earth Summit in June 1992. Agenda 21
adopted at the United Nations Conference on
Environment and Development (UNCED) concluded that:

“The major cause of the continued deterioration of
the global environment is the unsustainable patThe concept of sustainable consumption and
terns of consumption and production, particularly in
This project aims toproduction
introduce sustainable
practices
(SCP) coversagriculture
both supply
and in
de-newly
vi
industrialised
countries” .
romoting Sustainable
Agricultural
Water &

Integra

reclaimed lands� As envisioned
by the
government
around this
newly reclaimed
mand when
addressing
integrated
management

Mana

and supply
chain of goods and services, including waste prefirst coined by the Norwegian Ministry
of
Envivention
minimization,
as well
as recycling,
The project aims to use
cleanand
technology
applications
to support
sustainable
ronment in 1994vii:
reuse,
recovery,
and
disposal
are
all
important
Utilizing Solar Energy for Drying
agricultural production techniques� Alternative drying techniques replacing
Energy &
factors when considering SCP.
“Theinuse
of services
and related products, which
griculture Products
Egyptian
Rural
fossilrespond
fuel energy using solar or biomass energy have proven successful and can

and su

roduction by Optimizing Water and

The widely acknowledged
working definition
land rural of
sustainableofcommunities
will gradually
form�
natural resources.
The production
Agriculture
ertilizers use in sustainable
Desert Lands consumption and production was

reas

Agriculture
to basic needs and bring a better
quality of life while minbe therefore developed
order
to reduce
use and
its associated
Oninthe
supply
side, energy
sustainable
production
en- cost,
imising the use of natural resources and toxic materials as
product
tailsquality�
the manufacturing of goods and the proviwell as the emissions of waste and pollutantswhile
over improving
the life
cycle of the service or product so as not jeopardise
theaims to address
The project
negative
environmental
aspects
of agricultural
sion of the
services
in an
environment
friendly
manneeds of future generations”.
ner.
This
translates
to
adopting
cleaner
innovawaste by using them as input for bio-energy production� This approach represents

agri

Sust

Agric

Clean

Appl

Agricultu

tive
techniques
inbythe
design,
manufacturing
another
energy
generation
using
agricultural
waste for biogas Recyclin
10 years after the Rio Earth Summit, the
2002source
Jo- of clean
processes
and
management
systems.
hannesburg Summit
a ten-year
frame-as well as production of agriculture compost, fertilizersMeanproduction
and animal
romoting
Agricultural
Waste called
Waste,for
Energy
while, ensuring that natural resource inputs are
work programme (10YFP) in support fodder�
of national
Recycling in Egypt’s Governorates
& Agriculture
utilized in the most efficient manner without poland regional initiatives to accelerate the shift toluting the environment throughout the entire
wards sustainable consumption and production.
life cycle of the product.
In order to support this initiative, the “Marra-

kech Process” was launched at an international
SCP should contribute to natural resource
expert meeting held in Marrakech, Morocco, in
preservation, including water and energy, while
2003,
and
organized
by
UNDESA's
Division
for
Component for Sustainable Water Management
simultaneously striving to develop more cost efSustainable
Development
and the
UNEP. integrated waterfective
onent demonstrates
the importance
and necessity
of adopting
resources
and viable
directlyprocesses.
linking suchSCP
approach to SCP
andmanagement
economically

s and policies� The component presents wastewater reuse as an important application that could provide a solution to the limitations of Egypt’s co
should also ensure safety and health related
Thealso
“Marrakech
Process”
includes
regular global
ly. The component
presents different
projects
to promote
the need of water efficiency strategies, which goes hand in hand with the use of non
measures for workers, communities and conand regional meetings, informal expert task
al water resources�

sumers. Weak versus strong sustainable producforces, and other related activities to promote
tionix can be a useful benchmark and litmus test
and coordinate efforts towards more The
sustainable
project supports the modification wastewater reuse code as an essential Integrate
to review and monitor developments in adopting
consumption and production.
element in sustainable water resources production� Wastewater reuse schemes Managem
SCP. (See figure one)

Modified Wastewater Reuse Code

Water

including codes are essential to achieve economic, environmental and health- and

related benefits. Wastewater reuse codes are also essential policy tools to agricultu
promote, sustain and enforce wastewater treatment and its re-use applications

5

especially in agriculture�
5

Criteria for determining weak versus strong sustainable production may include the following:









Determining weak versus strong sustainable
consumption can help measure progress towards achieving sustainability in consumption.
Weak and strong sustainable consumption is
also directly linked to weak and strong sustainable production. Sustainable consumption requires an increase in the production efficiency of
goods and services associated with a reduction
in resources consumed per consumption unit.x

Use of Renewable Energy Resources;
Energy efficiency;
Eco efficient design of product or service including packaging;
CO2, particles and other emissions;
Health and safety of workers;
Waste generation, minimization and means
of disposal;
Level of compliance with regulations, legislations, codes and standards; and
Availability of certifications, rewards and
acknowledgments.

ntegrated Waste Water Reuse Pilot

Project

Sustainable Water Production and

Consumption Model for Sustainable

Communities

The project aims at promoting sustainable agriculture production using the

Integra

Water &

potential secondary treated wastewater to reclaim land for cultivation, while

Mana

Agriculture

using non-conventional generation methods for water supply needed for irrigation

Sust

purposes�

Agri

Water,
Industry, &
Agriculture,
Energy

Siwa Sustainable Consumption and

Production Water Strategy

Water

The project is intended as an optimal model for the allocation and use of

Integra

conventional and non-conventional water resources in a sustainable desert

Mana

community� It could be used as a guiding project to be up scaled and endorsed

for Su

by relevant public and private institutions for Agricultural, Industrial, and Urban

comm

Development in the Western Desert�
Area specific SCP water strategies are byproducts of well-organized public

Integra

planning and institutional governance, a needed planning tool to manage

Mana

Figure One

sustainable communities�

The proposed project aims to develop a water strategy for Fayoum governorate

that shall work on raising the water use efficiency in the governorate taking into Integrate
Accordingly, weak sustainable consumption is
& consumption
account the local conditions,
using
On the demand side, Agriculture
sustainable
Managem
linked toand
high
rateparticipatory
of resourceapproach�
use per The
unitapproach
of
Raise Water Use Efficiency in Fayoum
entails meeting consumer
needs byand
improving
Water
the methodology goods
used can
be
applied
and
replicated
in
other
areas
in
the
or services provided and is also linked to
water effi
Governorate
quality of life and wellbeing without harming
the in the Arab
the region,
rate ofmaking
consumption
and purchasing
country and
use of lessons
learned andhabits
experience

Development of Water Strategy to

environment. The Oslo Symposium ingained�
1994 proof goods and resources. xi Alternatively, strong
consumption is reflected in the purposed a working definition of sustainable
con- projectsustainable
The proposed
to treat drainage water applying low-cost techniques in
Sust
chase of eco efficient products as a result of insumption as which has been widely used since:
constructed wetlands to be carried out in Lake Manzala Engineered Wetland Agricul
creased consumer awareness for environmental
“the use of goods and services that respond
to basic
(LMEW)
located in the
EasternThe
Delta�
The for
objectives
of the weak
project
are: to Saving
concerns.
criteria
determining
verWater &
mproving Water Quality in Lake
needs and bring a better quality of life,demonstrate
while mini- the effectiveness
of wetland
technology
in wastewater
sus strong
sustainable
consumption
maytreatment;
inSecurity
Manzala Engineered
Wetland
(LMEW)
mising
the use
of naturalAgriculture
resources, toxic materials
clude:
to present alternative uses of treated water (irrigated agric. & fish farming), to
and emissions of waste and pollutants over the life
conserve Manzala Lake environment, and to investigate the impact of water
cycle, so as not to jeopardise the needs
of future
 Sustainable production design and protreatment on the community of farmers and fishermen in the project area.
generations”.

cesses;
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Product/service carbon footprint related to
consumption/usage;
Level of consuming/purchasing Eco efficient or green products and services including packaging;
Availability of end of life product disposal
methods; and
Level of compliance of the product service
with regulations, legislations, codes and
standards including eco labeling and presented product details.

The life cycle approach is basically about ensuring the efficient use and allocation of resources
at each stage of the supply chain of the product/service, starting from design through manufacturing and consumption to even disposal
means. It is considered as a critical prerogative in
achieving sustainable development. (See figure
2xiii)

2.2 SCP and the Life Cycle Approach
Another dimension that characterizes SCP at the
global level, but could be challenging at the national level, is the integration of the life cycle approach when designing SCP related policies.

This projects aims at supporting the Ministry of Water Resources and Irrigation

Water
to
develop
its research capacity to identify and adopt informed decision making
“SWITCH-Med
SCP
Policy
Resources
sustainable water resources management� The project comes in line with
Toolkit: Mainstreaming
SustainableforConsumpupport system is for Sustainable
tion and Production into
Key Economic
Sectors
& Climate
Egypt’s
National Water Resources Strategy with a specific focus on Framework
ater Resources Planning
Strategies
in the Mediterranean”
publication,
the
life
cycle
Change
2: Protection of Agricultural Land, and Framework 4: Providing an appropriate
Figure Two
approach is considered one of the underlying
environment for implementation of the NWRP�
xii
principles of SCP, which include :

According
to the
upporting Best Practices
in Decision

Water R

Component for Sustainable and Renewable Energy Applications
-

Addressing key economic and social basic

From
Government's
perspective
endorsing
ng proposed now is a strategic action component to develop Egypt’s sustainable
and the
renewable
energy applications
for the
use of different econom
needs
such as
unemployment
wellbeor integrating
a life
cycle approach
the of
craticularly for industrial
application
or reducing
the need and
for fuels
to power generation
needed for
production�
One keyfrom
element
this component w
ing;
to adopt technologies
and develop local innovations� Another element will be dle
the to
development
the Government
appropriate
the grave,by
implies
that thereof
should
be pol-policies and fram
- Decoupling
of economic
from
encourage and guide
the private sector
to adopt development
these applications
in differenticies,
economic
sectors�
binding
standards and interventions for

environmental degradation;
each stage of the supply chain starting from maand parcel of a sustainable community is to adopt waste to energy
- Improving quality of life andPart
wellbeing
terial extraction until the end of life of the prodthrough poverty alleviation andapplications�
promotion Once generated
stored,
biogas is primarily used for cooking
uct and and
its final
disposal.
of sustainable lifestyles;
and heating at the home scale, but it also has many other important applications
iogas Digesters -to generate
Applyingenergy
life cycle thinking, considering all
approach
the to
Government
togenerators
conWaste & Energy both domestically and This
industrially�
It isrequires
used as fuel
power electric
the impacts that occur during the life cycle
commercial establishments
duct
life
cycle
assessment
studies,
resource
efficould be used to fuel transportation as well� Using organic, agricultural
of the consumption-production and
chain;
ciency audits and develop a solid knowledge and
production of gas results from a natural anaerobic decomposition of
- Stakeholders engagement fromwaste
publicthe
bodexpert base. It also requires a proactive engageorganic material.
Hence
it promotes
an efficient
zero waste
strategy.
ies, private sector, research institutions
and
ment
with NGOs,
the private
sector,
including
society at large; and
Promotes the safe treatment
andcivil
disposal
of to
municipal
sewagesustainawater which
SMEs, and
society
mainstream
- Guarding against the re-bound
effect,
blethepractices.
Investing
heavily
in human However,
recould be consistent with
rapid growth
of sustainable
communities�
where
efficiency
gains
are
offset
by
resultsources
and
research
and
development
(R&D)
is
iogas Production from Sewage Water, Waste, & facilities for municipal sludge are needed� Biogas production through sewage
ing increases in consumption.
essential in making a transition to a green econudge
Energy
sludge reduces the associated health problems and optimization of sewage
omy and sustainable production and consumpsludge treatment� It is another process linked to zero waste policy and the
tion patterns.

manag

Zero Was

Sustaina

appli

Integrate

waste ma

t Zero Wa

Sustaina

appli

production of clean energy�

tilizing Solar Energy for Heating

urposes

Integrat

in

Egyptian

ospitals sectors

hotels

&

Energy, Health,
Tourism

The use of clean energy in the tourism and health sectors would lead to
significant energy saving and if successful would represent a successful model
that could be replicated in other similar sectors such as schools�
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E

Effic

the country’s economic, social and environmental policy agenda, including natural resource
management, economic strategic alliances, and
meeting basic social and economic needs.

2.3 SCP and Green Economy a joint
consideration
Understanding the conceptual landscape for sustainable development, especially the link between GE and SCP can be simplified by analyzing
the macro, meso and micro economic and policy
levels related to sustainable development from
the national Government’s vantage point. xiv
(See figure 3xv)

At this level, the Government has the executive
power to set national level governance strategies and visions to translate sustainable development from a conceptual roadmap, to a fullfledged actionable national strategies. Within
this context, green economy is perceived as the
tool to realize and fulfill the overarching goal of
sustainable development.

This approach could significantly explain and distinctly clarify the link between sustainable development, green economy and sustainable conDue to its significance, the United Nations Gensumption and production. The macro contextual
eral Assembly identified “green economy in the
level addresses generalized economic developcontext
of sustainable development and poverty
ments, demographics, politics, technological upalleviation” as one of the main themes of the
dates and social developments from a concepRio+ 20. The Summit's Declaration 'The Future
tual point of view. It focuses on the overall naPromoting sustainable lifestyle, clean energy and consumption behavioral
we want' introduced the concept of green econtional policy of the country and its positioning at
Utilizing Solar the
Energy
Cooking &
change, especially inomy
ruralasareas,
where
poverty
incidence
is high
one of
the tools
that
can be used
to could
inte- lead
international
level. Energy
Heating in Egypt’s Rural Areas
to a significant improvement
of quality of lifesocial
and contribute
to integrating
grate environmental,
and economic
pillars new
with the ultimate goal of attaining sustainable
At this level, sustainable development
may sustainable
be
patterns
consumption�
development.
considered as the overarching goal,Theroadmap
theme of the project
contributes to energy saving applications and efforts
and
guideline
that
ultimately
impacts
the
entire
ndustrial Electrical Motor Driven
in the industrial sector as an integral step for promoting cleaner production
Industry
&
Currently, the 'green economy' concept has becountry, its future reserves
of resources
and the
Systems (EMDS) Efficiency Program
processes� This is especially valid since electric motors and the systems they
come an important pathway towards achieving
wellbeing of future generations.
The
most
widely
Energy
xvi the single largest
n Egypt
drive
are
electrical
end‐use, consuming
more than
twice as
sustainable
development.
Many countries
have
used definition of sustainable development is:
much as lighting�
been keen on developing national green strate"Sustainable development is development that
meets the the potential
gies and
allocated
large percentage
of
Demonstrating
usehave
of clean
energy, arenewable
energy specifically,
needs of the present without compromising the ability of
their
stimulus
packages
and
budgets
towards
Promoting Energy
to Itpower
industrial heating processes to improve the energy efficiency and
futureEfficiency
generations for
to meet their own needs.
contains
green investments.xvii
Industry &

within
it two
key concepts:
Boilers & Utilizing
Solar
Energy
for
promotion of solar thermal technologies manufacturing in Egypt. A significant

the
concept
of
needs,
in
particular
the
essential
ndustrial Process Heat in Food,
share ofneeds
the heat consumed in the industrial sector is in the low and medium
Energy
The concept promotes environmentally conof the world's poor, to which overriding priority
Chemicals and Textiles
Sectors
temperature range� This
makes
the industrial
a promising
and
suitable
should
be given; and
scious
investments
in allsector
sectors,
including
agri the idea of limitations imposed by the state
of tech-for solar thermal
culture,energy�
industry, water, energy, building and
application
nology and social organization on the environment's
construction, fisheries, forestry, and tourism. Inability to meet present and future needs."

vestments encouraged by governments to shift
from a brown economy to a Green one promotes
the efficient use of resources, creates new market niches and trade, and creates jobs, while at
the same time conserving the environment, improves health and human welfare.xviii

Applying sustainable development requires that
countries adopt an overall general directive to
achieve sustainability. Such directive will ultimately impact all constituents involved in the decision making process and their functions, each
within their respective areas of specialization.

At its core, the gradual transition to a green
economy can be seen as a strategy that should
be adopted by the governments to decouple

Considering the meso market level, it on a more
disaggregated policy sectorial level focusing on

8
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Effi

Sustai

Energy

Applic

Indust

Sustai

Applic

Indust

economic activities from environmental degradation and natural resource depletion without
halting economic prosperity and human welfare.
A green transition entails the adoption of policies, legislations and market tools to support this
process. The Government needs to create the
necessary enabling conditions, for public and private engagement to facilitate this transition.

To conclude this discussion, the Government’s
ability to set SCP policies on the micro or firm
level, can be considered as one of the main outcomes resulting from policies and measures
aimed at transitioning to a green economy and
achieving the overarching goal of sustainable development at the meso and macro levels respectively. Green strategies can only be successful if
it comes influences attitudes towards SCP.

Finally, the micro enterprise or firm level is the
most technical level of all three. It focuses on the
internal environment of the organization or business operating and constituting domestic market
interactions that can be traced throughout a
supply chain of products and or services. This includes: vision, mission, strategy, resources, and
operations throughout supply chain, processes,
health & safety standards, standards and quality
assurance. Accordingly, sustainable consumpComponenttion
forand
Solid
WasteisManagement
production
at the very heart of this
of waste generated continues to increase at a faster rate than the expansion of solid waste management measures and the ability of the municipa
level.

to improve the financial and technical resources needed to parallel this growth. This component presents a variety of projects to address different
pt’s perpetual challenges, namely solid waste management to be addressed using a combination of activities in a way that best protects communit
nment including; waste prevention, recycling, composting, controlled burning, or landfilling.

Reducing Plastic bag consumption

consumer behavior� Placing a value on single use plastic bags could dramatically

Mana

Municipal Solid reduce plastic bags consumption and protect the environment from their
Waste

adverse effects�� If successful similar models could be promoted to support
and regulation�

Marine

Litter

Extraction Municipal Solid

Project

Waste

Plastic litter has been a major polluting source for open sea and coastal cities,

Integra

which has impacted tourism� This has a health and economic adverse impact

Mana

on surrounding communities� There is an urgent need for raising awareness of
the public and other stakeholders on the importance of combating marine litter
in Egypt�
Producers of electronic goods need to assume full responsibility for the

Extended

Producer

Responsibility

Pilot- E-Hub Project

Waste

Integra

other changes in unsustainable consumption trends through policy instruments

Egypt’s

Green

This project stresses the importance of effective government policy in shaping

E-W

lifecycle of their products, including the post consumption phase� Engaging
Waste

producers (importers and manufacturers) of electronic goods in Egypt to ensure
environmentally sound collection and recycling of their products could be a
game changer that would signal the application of EPR for other sectors�

Figure Three

Growth:
Management

Industrial
and

Entrepreneurship Hub in Egypt

SME

Industry &
Waste

Being able to use industrial waste in support of a zero waste policy and

Integra

support a flourishing recycling market is directly linked to the promotion of

Mana

both sustainable consumption and production� This process is envisioned to
contribute towards the formation of sustainable communities and juxtaposed to
the current prevailing industrial production procedures�
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1: SCP Policy Instruments Component

Having green policies in place, along with appro Economic instruments such as taxes, exemppriate enabling conditions will increase the effitions, grace periods, fees, tariffs, feed in tarciency and maximize the benefits of designing
iffs, green subsidies, caps, tradable schemes,
The
workingSCPgroups
proposed
under awareness
this component
and
implementing
policies. This
is also true 6 Projects
eco labeling,
campaigns, web
when there is a strong policy SCP framework in
portals, trainings, certifications, workshops
place. According to the “Green Economy Scoping
etc; and
PROJECT
#
1:
Study for Egypt” and other subsequent studies, a
 Creation of specialized councils/ instituFacilitating
Finance
set
of cross-cuttingAccess
enabling to
conditions
per- for Green Growth & SCP practices
tions/agencies for implementation and manceived as a prerequisite to greening the econagement.
omy
were presented
Presented
by: to Government officials.
These recommendations were provided in an efTransitioning
to a green
economy will therefore
Ministry
of Environment
- Egyptian
Environmental
Affairs Agency
(EEAA)
fort
to provide
the decision making
process
with
reinforce SCP in major sectors and industries,
validated information and research. The followthus contributing to a sustained economic develCross
Cutting
Sectors:
ing
are the main
crosscutting
enabling conditions
opment path. It will contribute to job creation,
xix
that
were -suggested
: – Banking - Industry
Energy
Environment
poverty reduction, improvement in health and
education, while protecting ecosystems and en Project
Creation Rationale/Background
of a strong governance system
hancing natural and cultural diversity.
that promotes transparency, accountability,
The
rapid
population
growth
coupled
with
ambitious
development and industrialization
and stakeholder participation;
2.4 Rationale
fortheadopting
SCP polihaveenvironmental
put a heavy and
pressure
on Egypt’s natural
resources in
form of severe
air,
 policies
Integrating
social considerations
with
economicThe
sectoral
and costs of environmental
water,
and soil
pollution�
economic
degradation were estimated
cies
macroeconomic
policies;
by the World Bank in 2002 to in the order of 4�8% of GDP (LE14�5 billion), with an add on
 damage
Effective
regulatory
framework
including
Socio-Economic
Environmental
costs
on global
environment
in the order Local
of 0�6%
of the GDP (LEand
1�9 billion)�
The
enforcement and compliance;
Challenges
scope and magnitude of these social costs are likely to offset some of the economic growth
 Using market based incentives;
over time,
undermine
economic
 gains
Designing
Tradeand
policies
to promote
sus- reform programs� These unhealthy patterns would
Egypt has long suffered from chronic socio-ecoalso
hamper
efforts to create sustainable cities and communities and to integrate clean
tainable
development;
nomic problems, including high unemployment,
 production
Human capacity
building;
practices
in industry� However, government
policies
and related
could
poverty,
illiteracy,
inflationinstruments
and weak public
ser have
Developing
an
R&D
base
in
eco
innovation;
a countering effect. On the environmental management
side, significant
vices. The current
Cabinet hasimprovements
inherited these
and
long standing problems,
in addition to
new
chalhave been achieved since the establishment and strengthening
of the institutional
and
legal
 Public awareness;
lenges
that
require
immediate
Government
atframework during 1992-1994�
tention. These new challenges are also the accumulated results of decades of mismanagement
These
conditions
canits
pave
way for
theconcessionary funding from international donors,
The enabling
government
through
budget
and
and neglect of the environment, thus resulting in
Government to introduce a number of options
the depletion
of natural
resources,
has established funding mechanisms so that polluting
enterprises
would
not be significant
able to
and measures to support and strengthen SCP
pollution
and
degradation.
plead lack
of information,of resources
or incentives to curtail pollution� EPAP I (1998policies.
The appropriateness
selected policy
2005),
EPAP
(2007-2013),
(1998-2005), PSI (1995-2004) and PPSI (2008tools
depends
on II
local
socioeconomicFACE
and enviHowever, with the political roadmap on track,
ronmental
conditions
and
existing
governance
2013) are such funding mechanisms that assisted
the economic
government
in establishing
Egypt’s
outlook
is promising. market
The pubstructure
prevailing
in
the
country.
These
inbased instruments that resulted in reduced pollution
load confidence
at the plant
level�
They have
lic is gaining
in the
Government
and
clude:
there isthe
a general
optimism
regarding
the future
also created greater awareness among banks regarding
benefits
of lending
for pollution
of
the
country.
Stability
of
the
macroeconomic
investments�
a result of these government initiated funding mechanisms,
 abatement
National Strategies/
ActionAsPlans;
environment an
continue
to constitute
a concern
National instruments
Bank of Egypt
has now such
formally implemented
Environmental
Policy
and
 theRegulatory
and standards
for investors. Despite fiscal and budgetary diffiEnvironmental
Management
Framework
in its loan program�
as legal penalties,
bans, emissions
limit,
culties, the government opted for adopting balmandatory
and codes,
regulating and cities
The
creationstandards
of sustainable
communities
cleanrather
and green
industries,
ancedrequire
fiscal policies
than sever
austerity
resource extraction,
dis- access
measures.
Thus to
maintaining
delicate balance
consequently
there isregulating
a need waste
to provide
to finance
invest ina much-needed
between
reduced
public
spending
and the need
posal,
regulating
production
stages;
infrastructure and new clean technologies� The government with the help of international
cooperation could support the private sector through the provision of financial packages
that support different SCP industrial applications� Such as cleaner (Green) production,
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process modifications, energy conservation, wastewater treatment, zero liquid discharge
model could
be used
introduce
applications
be aimplemented
needySCP
families
and citizenstowith
wider range of
toetc�
meetThis
act economic
necessities
andtoprovide
a different
to support
theclimate
creation
of aequity
greenand
industry�
could include
foodstuff at affordable
prices.waste
Theseto
areenergy,
but few
more
favorable
were
social Such applications
examples
of
ongoing
initiatives
by
the
Governjustice
prevails.
different waste management approaches, water savings, and energy savings�
ment to integrate medium and low -income families in the economy. However, a number of chalThe
currentComponents:
govProject
lenges face the government; financing these soerning
regime
Description:
cial expenditures, and ensuring that the approspearheaded by
■
Provide
well-tailored
and
subsidized
financial
to members
help industries
priatepackages
and deserving
of the community
the president Abintegrate
SCP applications� The model includes
provision
of long is
term
credit
are the
the main
beneficiaries
necessary.
dul Fattah
El Sisi
has earnestly
deloans with subsidized interest rates in addition to the provision of free technical
By the end of December 2012 unemployment in
clared assistance
and to install and use new clean technologies�
Egypt was estimated at 13% and increased to
acknowledged the
■ Depending
study
and the
funding
13.4%
towards
end ofavailability,
2013. xxi The unemsignificance
of sus- on the projects detailed feasibility
tax developdeduction/ or cash grants could be given
to loan rate
applicants
additional
tainable
ployment
of youthasalone
is estimated at
ment, incentives
and the ur-to introduce SCP applications
29%.xxii Not less than 700,000 jobs need to be
gent need to address climate change through
created annually in Egypt to meet the demand
■ Link the provision of loans to the development of
clear environmental and
sustainable consumption and production. The
for jobsxxiii.
economic
the financial and social benefits of the introduced
following
is part ofindicators
his speechtoatmeasure
the UN climate
application/project�
Moreover, poverty remains high. In 2013, the
changeSCP
summit
related to the Arab regionxxgiven
percentage
in September
2013:
■ A special focus of the targeted SCP applications could of
bepoor
on: people in Egypt (those with
less than 1$ a day) reached of 26.3% of the total
■ Energy
efficiency
projects
The Fifth
Assessment
Report of
the Intergovernmenpopulationxxiv. Meanwhile, approximately 27.8%
tal Panel
on Climate energy
Change for
has industry
sounded a- clear
of Egyptian
youth
live below
the (and
poverty, while
■ Renewable
use of agricultural
and
municipal
waste
warning that the world should turn to new develop24.1%
live
near
the
poverty
line.
Unemployment
other wastes)
as alternative
in industry� Target sectors likely to be energy
ment patterns,
which include
appropriatefuels
consumpand poverty are further exacerbated by a conintensive
tion methods
and sustainable production systems
stant increase in the population growth rate
which seek to mitigate climate change and adapt us
xxv
■ Industrial waste recycling - treatment/reuse
of industrial
waste
including
reaching
2.4% in 2014.
to its adverse effects.
hazardous (e�g� lead battery recycling, e-waste etc) and non-hazardous (e�g�
GDP
has slightly
in
Our countries
suffer
effects ofmaterials)�
climate change,
recycling
of the
packaging
Should be Real
based
in growth
existingrate
facility
and notincreased
a
2012/2013 reaching 2.5%, when compared to a
prominently desertification. The international comgreenfield start-up
2.1% in 2011.xxvi Inflation rate was estimated at
munity is thus invited to support efforts for greening
deserts by using recycled sewage water, which helps
8.5 in 2014 compared to 11.5 % 2012/2013.xxvii
Project
Lead
&
Participating
Stakeholders/Partners:
absorb greenhouse gases causing global warming,
On the other hand, increased public expenditure
and
which protects
the environmental
balance
and
Ministry
of Environment/
Egyptian
Environmental
andAffairs
limited Agency/Egyptian
sources of revenueFederation
has led to of
the
bio-diversity.
widening
of
the
country’s
budget
deficit
reaching
Industries/ Ministry of Industry/ National Banks/Business associations�
14% of GDP in 2012/2013 compared to 10.7 % in
On
the socio-economic
front,
the Government is
Possible
Funding
Model:
2011-2012.xxviii
taking actions to upgrade the quality of social
Based on percentage contributions of the government, international donors, national banks,
services and safety nets including public services
On the environmental front, Egypt is witnessing
regional
and international
banks�
such
as health,
education anddevelopment
housing. Plans
increased environmental degradation. Many fachave been put in place to expand the number of
tors have contributed to environmental deterioEstimated
Budget:
citizens
that benefit
from healthcare. In partnerration in Egypt. These include failure to integrate
ship
banks,
the Government has launched
20 with
Million
Euros
environmental considerations in policies, plans,
several housing projects to provide limited inand programmes. Unsustainable practices accome
families, especially
younger families with
Management
Structure:
companied by population growth, increased ecofordable housing.
nomic activities,
high rateand
of urbanization,
and
Create a project management unit based at the Ministry
of Environment
the EEAA and
an unsustainable production and consumption
focal
point
/ representatives
at electronic
partner banks�
A anew
food
ration
system, including
cards, has been recently implemented providing
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Project Objectives:
In most of
instances
Government
policies continue
patterns
have alla contributed
to theneeded
inefficient
■ Support
cleaner industry
for the creation
sustainable
communities
to neglect taking into account environmental
allocation
use of resources.
andand
cities
consideration in the different policies, plan, and
According
to a the Arab
for Environment
■ Consolidate
the Forum
application
of market based programmes.
instruments This
andhas
theled
role
to of
thebanks
inefficient use
and Development
(AFED),Egypt’s
total
bio-cain financing energy efficiency, BAT & apply the
concept
of
green
growth
and
of resources, increased rates of SCP
pollution and
pacity is estimated at 51 million gha, while its
waste generation, environmental degradation
in the industrial sector
ecological foot print is much higher, estimated at
with its negative impacts on health and human
Improve
competitiveness
& cleaner
of the industries
133■million
ghaxxixthe
. This
highlights the serious
gap growth
welfare.
between
population
needs andofthe
■ Increase
the awareness
civilcountry’s
society by improving the quality of the environment
available stock of biodiversity.
On the other hand, consumption is influenced by
and increase employment in the field of environment
traditional and cultural habits and practices, in
Other
impacts
include airand
pollu■ environmental
Develop a clear
environmental
social indicators to measure the success of
addition
to consumer purchasing power, sociotion resulting from contaminants and emissions,
the project
economic
status, and rate of urbanization, globhazardous and non-hazardous waste, solid and
alization,
and behavioral
■ Provide
preferential
treatment
focus on SMEs
to encourage
themattitudes.
to invest in
wastewater
pollution
from urban
centers,and
industry, agriculture
and
Egypt's
car- their operations & linking to job creation
EE & BAT
in other
orderactivities.
to sustain
and grow
Accessibility to information, data and level of
bon emissions have increased by over 136%
■ Encourage
the use of alternate fuels in industry
byare
using
agricultural
xxx
awareness
vital elements
that and
can influence
since 1990 . There are also increasing concerns
municipal
waste
as
a
substitute
for
fossil
fuels
current
unsustainable
consumption
patterns.
over Egypt's vulnerability to climate change imWell
informed andratings
aware consumers
pacts
the associated
rise in
average
temper-industrial
■ and
Engage
community
action
through
performance
and publicwill gradually
shift
towards
more
sustainable
consumption
atures,disclosure
increased frequency of sand storms, and
patterns.
Currently,
lack
of
awareness
and inforthe potential impact on sea level rise and the
mation in addition to other factors such as level
possible
inundation
of the Delta and coastal arPolicy
Enablers:
of education have resulted in unsustainable pateas.
■ Research and background work by relevant
including
terns institutions
of consumption
in Egypt. needs
From the
above,
it
is
evident
that
there
is
an
urassessment, mapping and identification of key stakeholders
gent need for a paradigm shift. Conventional reEgypt is facing unprecedented and looming re■ and
Informed
policy makers
sector champion to support the project
forms
policy agendas
will notand
offerpublic
integral
source crisis; especially in energy, water and to a
solutions
to the chronic
problems
at hand.
It is
■ Technical
capacity
building
and provision
oflesser
international
expertise
to support
extent food.
A common
cause for these
no longer
a
viable
option
to
pursue
long-term
dealarming problems is that public demand has
the design and implementation of the project�
velopment goals without having the social and
considerably exceeded supply. The table below
■ Enforcing
and compliance
national environmental regulations
environmental
dimensions
at the corewith
of policies
provides an insight on the current supply/proand■decision-making
processes.
Transitioning
to the efficient
Setting standards
and codes
to support
operationalization
of SCP
duction, and
demand/ consumption
in the 4 seca greenapplications
economy and to a more sustainable contors subject of this study. Information in the tasumption and production patterns represent a
ble indicate
that current practices
in food, enProvide
to information on the importance
of SCP applications
to relevant
way■forward
foraccess
the country.
ergy, and water supply /production and constakeholders including banks and industrialists
sumption are unsustainable and continue to put
Present Consumption and Production Patpressure on the ecosystem and the environterns
Expected Results:
ment.
The Outcomes
country’s Ecological Footprint per person
grew 94% between 1961 and 2008xxxi. A funda■ Industries become compliant with green technologies
mental changes in the way resources are used,
■ Banks
are moretransported
capable of and
funding
produced,
processed,
con- green investments with a consolidation/
sumedexpansion
is indispensable
for
achieving
sustainable
of environmental screening in their lending programmes�
development.
■ Company productivity improvements, competiveness and growth prospects�
■ At least 750,000 tons per year of agricultural, municipal or industrial waste are
used as an alternate fuel in the industrial sector�
■ Communities are engaged through the public disclosure of performance ratings
for polluting industries�
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Impact
xxxii the quality of the environment
■ Increase the awareness of civil society
improving
SCPby
Trends

Egypt’s
energy
andcommunities
consumption mix
relies
mainly on fossil fuels and Natural
■ Facilitatethe
creation
ofproduction
sustainable
and
cities
gas.

■ Increase employment
field energy
of environment
projects
 Around 85- in
90%the
of total
needs comeservices
from fossil
fuels and natural gas, while the
contribution
of
renewable
energy
is
still
limited.
■ Halt environmental degradation

 In 2012, fossil fuels and natural gas represent about 40% and 56% of total energy supply

■ Create new niche
markets
clean technologies
respectively,
whilefor
renewables
excluding hydro, contribute to about 2.4%.

Pollution
is
high,
CO2
emissions
in 2011 from fuel and gas consumption reached 201.667
■ Encourage local R&D






Energy





















million metric tonnes showing an increase of 68% compared to the year 2000.
Adopted policies have led to unsustainable patterns of energy production and consumption, and consequently on the economy, the environment, and human welfare.
Since 2007, a gap between energy supply and demand has emerged.
The deficit has already reached 32 m.t.o.exxxiii in 2011/2012.
It is expected to reach 50 m.t.o.e during the period between 2022 & 2050. This represents
about 24% - 35% of total energy demand.
Egypt’s oil consumption has surpassed domestic production making the country a net importer of oil.
Currently and due to limited foreign currency reserves and increasing government debt,
Egypt is paying its energy bill through installments.
As for natural gas, the situation is equally alarming. Although Egypt used to be an exporter,
the Government had been forced to direct its production to meet local consumption.
It is projected that by 2030 gas reserves in Egypt will be completely depleted, if the current
trends continue, and if no additional oil or new gas reserves are discovered.
The Ministry of Petroleum expects the natural gas deficit to become worse, hitting 2.4 billion cubic feet per day during the 2017/2018 fiscal year, not counting the needs of new
power plants, which are estimated at 1.2 billion cubic feet.xxxiv
Egypt will face a crisis in providing gas to all sectors in the coming period. xxxv
The deficit will deteriorate next year to 846 million cubic feet of gas per day, compared to
its current 746 million cubic feet.xxxvi
While Egypt will produce an average of 5.03 billion cubic feet of gas, consumption will increase to 6.4 billion cubic feet, compared to only 5.9 billion cubic feet in the fiscal year
2013/2014.xxxvii
In March, the Egyptian cabinet approved the use of coal in generating electricity for cement
plants.
The government was forced to allow cement companies to use coal in order to cover a
portion of the gas consumption, thereby reducing the deficit and redirecting the use of gas
for the energy demands of power plants.
Increased energy demand over supply accompanied by policies that encourage the inefficient allocation and use of energy have resulted in a serious electricity crises.
This has resulted in frequent almost daily blackouts to reduce the load in peak times; raising serious concerns about the sustainability of electricity supply in Egypt since electricity
consumption has surpassed production capacity.
The power outages have also been detrimental to industry, which is operating at only 60
to 70 % of capacity, constraining an already weakened economy.
Egypt needs 2,500 Megawatts annually for the upcoming five years to meet rising electricity demand, at a cost of $2.5 billion a year.xxxviii
One in five Egyptians are experiencing food insecurity as a result of weak linkages in the
food supply systemxxxix.
About 17% of the Egyptian population – 13.7 million people were food insecure in 2011,
up from 14% two years earlierxl.
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PROJECT # 2:

 Poor families spend more than half of their income on foodxli.
Tools
towards
Transition
to Green
Economy
in Egypt:
 Chronic
malnutrition
among children
has reached
high levels and
Egypt now has the

Policy
world’s
highest rate ofReviews
double nutritional
burden (consumption of low-nutrition calorieNational Green
Economy
(NGER)
xlii
dense foods but suffering from nutritional deficiencies) .

 There is a growing gap between long-term agricultural production capacity and rate of

Presented by:population growth.

 Agricultural
limited capacity is forcing Egypt to depend on food imports to
Ministry of Industry,
Trade&production’s
SMEs

achieve food security. Making it vulnerable to fluctuating prices and international supply
AGRICULTURE
Cross Cuttingtrends.
Sectors:
 Egypt already relies on the global market for up to 60 per cent of its food needs.
Trade – Manufacturing
- Environment
 Shortage
of arable land, and urban encroachment on fertile land agricultural land are factors leading to accelerated rates of agricultural productivity loss.
Project Rationale/Background
 Unchecked environmental degradation have led to the contamination and desertification
of already
limited fertile
areas. to make increasing contributions to economic
A transition to a green
economy
is expected
 Agriculture consumes more than 85% of Egypt’s water supply of renewable resources, a
diversification, employment creation, export earnings, and to environmental protection
share, where a small percent of efficient use can have a great impact.
and social equity�
Egypt
has already
different
policies
to million
support
anofagenda
of
 The
agricultural
sector inintroduced
Egypt currently
generates
around 30
tons
agricultural
sustainable development,
due to
pressing
environmental
waterburnt
poverty
and the
waste annually.
About
less than
10% is recycleddegradation,
and the rest is either
or dumped
in
waterways.
energy crisis� The government is in the process of designing a Sustainable Development
 Climate change is predicted to raise temperature and increase agricultural water requirevision 2030 in addition to the existence of several strategies to encourage green policies�
ments, while decreasing crop productivity. Food production in Southern Egypt is expected
to decline by
30% byeconomy
2050.
Importantly, a dynamic
green
can make significant contributions towards

the achievement national development objectives relating to economic diversification,
 Demand for water consumption whether by households or by different economic sectors
investment, poverty
reduction,
employment
generation
andresources
an overall
of
is increasing
at an alarming
rate. While
water supply
remainimprovement
constant, and may
social welfare. Aspotentially
such, itdecline
can also
in themake
future.significant contributions to the achievement of

Egypt’s
water
security
is
at
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)� risk due to upstream due deteriorating upstream infrastruc-

ture, pollution and degradation.
 In 2004, water share per capita was 950 m3/ per capita, and by 2025, water per capita
However, the lackshare
of coordination
hasand
led350
tom3/per
an apparent
lack
of a unified
is expected toand
reachharmonization
600 m3/per capita
capita by
2050.
and integrated policy
framework
to demand
direct the
country’s
transition
a m3,
green
economy�a
By 2017,
total water
in Egypt
is estimated
to be towards
87.9 billion
representing
increase
over current consumption,
back in 2000
total water
was 67.6
Moreover, there is30%
a lack
of monitoring
mechanismswhile
to measure
updates
and demand
developments
billion m3.
of the rate of integrating SCP and green policies into the national policy agenda� Similarly
 Current gap between the needs and availability of water is about 20 BCM/yr.
there is no database
compilation
effort towill
map
and
identify
of introducing
 By the or
yeara 2020,
water requirements
most
likely
increase efforts
by 20% (15BCM/yr).
cleaner production
and of
SCP
the private
including
manufacturing,
and
 In view
the by
expected
increasesector
in demand
from agriculture
and otherimporting
sectors, such
as
municipal
and
industrial
water
supply,
the
development
of
Egypt's
economy
strongly
deWATER
exporting of green goods� There is a need of tools to measure progress towards a green
pends on its ability to conserve and manage its water resources.
economy in different sectors and benchmark it to international experience, especially that
 The Nile is the main renewable water source, due to geopolitics between states located
of developing economies�
tools have
an additional
objective
can
also
measure
the
on the NileThese
basin including
unilateral
decisions on
upstreamthat
dams
such
as the
‘Grand EthiRenaissance
Dam (GERD)’project,
Egypt is vulnerable
reduction inand
its historical
acprogress towards opian
the creation
of sustainable
communities,
since it measures
identifies
quired rights of the Nile’s water flow to Egypt.
crosscutting and sector specific issues.
 At the same time, Nile River is being exposed to heavy pollution that negatively affects
the quality of water.
Project Components:
 Untreated industrial wastewater, sewage water, agricultural drainage water continues to
Description: be discharged into irrigation networks.
 national
Given its low
rainfall and limited
renewablestudies
groundwater
aquifers,
the country has no vi■ Conducting
comprehensive
assessment
to scope
developments,
able alternative water supplies but to look for non-conventional water resources such as
map initiatives
and policies:
desalination
and waste water reuse.

By sector
By categorizing green goods (manufacturing, importing, and exporting)
■ Analyze the potential of expanding existing initiatives and activities to generate
employment, economic growth and export opportunities�
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Project Lead & Participating Stakeholders/Partners:
Ministry of Environment
– Egyptian
Agency
 Water generated
from Environmental
non-conventionalAffairs
resources
such as seawater desalination consti-

tutes a negligible percentage of about 0.76% out of the total aggregate water supply.
 Currently, the amount of collected wastewater is about 6.5 billion m3 /annually out of
Representatives of
Industrial
& Exportis being
Councils
which
only 3.65Chambers
billion m3 /annually
treated.
 Only 0.7 billion m3/annually of treated wastewater is being reused for irrigation.
Ministry of International cooperation
 The estimated value of the water requirement for the industrial sector during the year
Ministry of Foreign
Affairs
2013
was 2.50 BCM/year. A small portion of that water is consumed through evaporation
during industrial processes (only 0.7 BCM) while most of that water returns to the system
UNCTAD
in a polluted form.xliii
 Egypt has a serious municipal solid waste management challenge accredited to the inEstimated Budget
creasing volume of waste resulting from increased economic activity, rapid population
81,500 Euros growth, urbanization, and the uncontrolled urban dwellings and slum areas.
 This has resulted in a fatigued and overwhelmed traditional waste collection and disposal
Possible Funding
system.Model:
 Government
has yet togreen
address
the rootmechanisms,
causes of the problem
andand
introduce
long-term
International donors,
international
funding
regional
international
non-conventional solutions for waste avoidance, reduction, reuse and recycling.
development banks�
 Institutional reforms are also required to address the scattered responsibilities and the
of efficient and effective public service waste management systems.
Management lack
Structure:
 Lack of awareness and illiteracy has resulted in harmful disposal practices in poor areas
Municipal
The
project will be
by a PMU in the ministry of industry, which will coordinate
andmanaged
informal settlements.
Solid
Waste
closely with focal
points&
theproper
key relevant
stakeholders�
 High
costs of
disposal procedures,
inadequate public services and lack of awareness have made waste burning a normal practice in many areas in Egypt.
Project Objectives:
 Annual municipal solid waste generation has increased by more than 36% since 2000, with
an estimated
increase of 2-3
% per
annum. It reached
about
21 million
tons in 2010, 9
■ Raise awareness
of the commercial
and
developmental
gains
offered
by a green
million
tons
of
which
is
generated
by
greater
Cairo.
economy;
 The country's efforts to increase the number of transfer stations, dumpsites, sanitary land■ Analyze the fills,
relationships
between
green
economy,
environment
and treatment
facilitiesafailed
to catch
up withtrade,
the increasing
volume and
of generated
development;waste.
Just about 64%
of current
waste is collected.
The restfor
can supporting
be found accumulating
■ Assess the regulatory
and
institutional
requirements
a greenin streets
and residential areas, a pattern that is becoming part of the country’s everyday life.
economy transition;
 Of the 64% that is collected, only 10-15 % is recycled, while 7% is used for composting, 7%
■ Assess the impacts
of national
green economy
policies
on trade
and development;
is disposed
through sanitary
landfills but
the remainder
is traditionally
disposed of in unxliv
controlled
dumpsites
or
through
open
burning.
■ Enhance consensus on approaches to advance a green economy with national

Federation of Egyptian industries

stakeholders;

Opportunities for active SCP Engagement

the same time increase access to clean and safe
■ Solicit national stakeholder recommendationswater
and agree
an action
plan and
in ruralonareas.
Furthermore,
integrating
water
efficiency
measures
in
agriculture
and in
timetable
to roll-out
a national
green economy transition�
Introducing
innovative
approaches
to protect
urban areas can lead to increased water effiand enhance ecosystem services can create
ciency and reduce water loss.
Policy
new
marketEnablers:
opportunities, create green jobs,
and■enhance
the economic
integration and
em-by relevant institutions including needs
Research
and background
work
A gradual shift to renewable energy on the
powerment of local communities. SCP policy inassessment, mapping and identification of keyother
stakeholders
hand, can lead to the opening up of new
terventions in the agriculture sector could promarkets,togenerating
new
economic activities
■ sustainable
Informed agricultural
policy makers
and public
support the
project
mote
practices,
encour-sector champion
and services, and creating new jobs. It also adage ■theTechnical
use of organic
fertilizers,
minimize
wacapacity building and provision of international expertise to support
dresses increasing energy demand and fluctuatter wastage, improve quality of soil, and inthe design and implementation of the project�ing prices of fossil fuels. Investing in recycling,
crease productivity. In the water sector, policies
waste to energy
applications, reuse and waste
■ Enforcing
and and
compliance
national environmental
regulations
targeting
water quality
adequatewith
sanitation
could
water borneand
diseases,
at
■ decrease
Setting standards
codes while
to support
the efficient operationalization of SCP
applications
■ Provide access to information on the importance of SCP applications to relevant
stakeholders including banks and industrialists
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Expected Results:
- Renewable energy could also be a driver for
recovery,
through community voluntary initiaImpact
job creation, with an estimated 75,000 new job
tives could counter the increasing problem of
■ Stimulate economic diversification,
opportunities in solar and wind systems design,
waste disposal that Egypt is currently facing.
■ Seize
newingreen
export opportunities,
manufacturing, operational services, and sales;
While
investing
an integrated
solid waste
management
system
that promotes
waste
■ Generate
employment
for the poor,
-Energy generation from waste can save exavoidance, recycling, reuse and recovery can
■ Increase
of the poor problem
to basic servicespenditure
such ason
energy,
housing,
energy water,
subsidies,
save foreign curaddress
the solidaccess
waste management
education,
communications
and
transport�
rency paid for imports and create jobs; and
in Egypt. Promoting practices such as waste to
compost and waste to energy applications can
-It is also estimated that waste to energy and
openOutcomes
up new market niches for SMEs, commurecycling infrastructure could employ up to 28
nity enterprises and entrepreneurs will gener■ Enhanced capacity of trade and environment decision-makers in beneficiary
workers per ton, which can translate into thouate energy and cutting the use of fertilizers.
countries;
sands of jobs.
According
to Egypt’s
Green Economy
Scoping trade and environment officials improving
■ Enhanced
communication
between
Given Egypt’s new transformational economic
study policy
a graduate
shift
to
sustainable
agricul-level;
co-ordination at the national
agenda, embracing green and SCP policies by
ture, renewable energy, energy efficiency,
■ minimization,
Formulation of
strategic and
approaches
green economy
leading
to the shift totheaGovernment
can make
a qualitative
waste
segregation
recycling to advance
design
of following
policy packages
wards adevelopment;
sustained economic progress and social
could lead
to the
benefits:that promote sustainable
■ Effective participation of national delegations justice.
in multilateral deliberations green
- Converting 20% of the total agricultural land
economy issues in UN, WTO and other forums;
from conventional to sustainable and organic
CHAPTER 3: Current SCP Status
■ Integration
of trade-environment-development
considerations into national and
cultivation
could result
in a saving of approximatelyregional
700, 000policymaking�
tons of chemical fertilizers anOverview
nually;

Indicators:

The overall present policy, institutional and regulatory environment is gradually becoming
more conducive to a shift towards more sustainable consumption and production patterns.
■ NGER project report published by UNCTAD
However,
there is no public entity that is en- It is estimated that using drip irrigation could
■
Report
recommendations
are
adopted
by
stakeholders
and
submitted
the SCP retrusted
with
promoting
SCP intoEgypt.
save up to 40% of water as compared to flood
lated policies are managed by different minisGovernment
action�
irrigation.
This will for
result
in water savings
tries and institutions within specific national
amounting
to about 23
meter cubic;
■ Participation
ofbillion
one Egyptian
expert in the Intergovernmental Meeting in Geneva
sectors, without necessarily being labeled as
such these will be explored in details in the fol-Efficiency in the use and allocation of water reImpact Indicators
lowing sections of this document.
sulting from good governance and regulatory
■ Implementation
of the
setsavings
of NGER project Recommendations in Egypt
framework
is expected to result
in 10%
The Constitution
in water consumption;
which will lead to advancing the development
of national green sectors
The country’s new Constitution drafted in 2014,
to generate new employment and export opportunities while promoting
include several articles related to the environ- Investing in household water saving devices
sustainable development�
ment
and sustainable development. Article 27
for domestic use including residential building is
recognizes the relationship between economic
estimated to result in water savings between
development, social justice, and safeguarding
10%-20%;
the environment. Therefore, signaling the possibility of adopting the three main pillars of sus- Energy efficiency measures in Egypt are extainable development. The article indirectly
pected to result in about 30% in energy savings;
acknowledges related tools and instruments to
achieve sustainable development, including
- It is also estimated that emissions from organic
Execution Indicators
farming is between 48%-66% lower than in con■ Twofarming;
National Stakeholders Workshops
ventional
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PROJECT # 3:
is achieved,in
and
guarantee
green
economy and sustainable
Mainstreaming
Greenconsumption
& Sustainable sustainable
Public development
Procurement
Egypt
the
rights
of
future
generations
thereto.
and production. It states that:

Presented
by:
Following the same message, Article 79 states
The
economic system
aims at achieving prosperity in
that:
the
country of
through
sustainable&development
Ministry
Environment
Center forand
Environment
and Development in Arab Region and
social justice to guarantee an increase in the real
Europe (CEDARE)
Each citizen has the right to healthy and sufficient
growth rate of the national economy, raising the
food and clean water. The State shall ensure food restandard of living, increasing job opportunities, reCross
Cutting rates
Sectors:
sources to all citizens. The State shall also ensure susducing
unemployment
and eliminating povtainable food sovereignty and maintain agricultural
erty.
Agriculture – Energy – Water – Industrial
biological diversity and types of local plants in order
to safeguard the rights of future generations.
Article 32 is another relevant article that deProject Rationale/Background

fines the role of the Government as a custodian
national
strategy
development
aimsthat
to face
increased
should
be emphasized
it is the
first time
ofEgypt’s
natural2015-2030
resources, which
is owned
by for
thepopulationIt and
the to
Egyptian
Constitution
refers
explicitly
population
and itsdirectly
negative
impacts
on imthe country’sthat
ability
meet citizens’
needs�
Statistics
people.
The article
refers
to the
to
sustainable
development
both
as
a
right
and
portance
of investing
in renewable
show that
country’s
populationenergy:
has tripled from 1950 to 2000 representing an increased
an
obligation
for
current
and
future
generapressure on natural resources and the environment� Ministries in Egypt spend large amount
tions.
The state commits to making the best use of renewof funds each year on public procurement, including, goods and services� Thus, there is a
able energy resources, motivating investment, and
compelling
business
caseresearch.
to re-direct
public spending
towards
more “sustainable” path
encouraging
relevant
scientific
The state
Institutions
anda Policies
works
on
encouraging
the
manufacture
of
raw
maand create demand for green goods and services�
terials, and increasing their added value according to
The Ministry of State for Environmental Affairs
economic feasibility.
(MSEA)15%
whichand
has30%
recently
Public spending, which generally represents between
of changed
GDP in in
a 2014
givento
become
a
full-fledged
Ministry
of
Environment
country
if strategically
designed canof
help
While,
Article
44 refers to commitments
pro-drive markets towards innovation and sustainability,
is the Government body overseeing environtecting
thepromoting
Nile Riversustainable
and related
historicaldevelopment� It has thus become increasingly clear
thereby
economic
mental policy in Egypt. The Ministry is entrusted
rights.
It states
that:
among
policymakers
that public procurement canwith
playthe
a significant
roleofinscarce
cutting
publicremanagement
natural
spending and releasing funds to support social services
economic
activities�
Moreover,
sourcesand
in addition
to the
design and
formulaThe state commits to protecting the Nile River, maintion of development
policies governing
the state
of theSPP,
enviit canEgypt’s
specifically
contribute
achieving sustainable
goals.
Through
taining
historic rights
thereto, to
rationalizing
ronment
as
designated
by
the
Presidential
Deand
maximizing itscan
benefits,
its water
governments
leadnot
bywasting
example
and ordeliver key policy objectives in the environmental,
cree No. 275/1997. The Ministry's executive
polluting
Theeconomic
state commits
to protecting
its min- to the environment,
social it.
and
fields.
With respect
sustainable procurement can
and administrative arm is the Egyptian Environeral water, to adopting methods appropriate to
allow water
governments
greenhouse
energy(EEAA),
and water
efficiency
achieve
safety, andtotoreduce
supporting
scientific re-gas emissions,
mentalimprove
Affairs Agency
which
is responand insupport
social
results include
poverty
reduction,
improved
equity
search
this field.recycling�
Every citizen Positive
has the right
to enjoy
sible for environmental protection and
policy
the
Nile
River.
It
is
prohibited
to
encroach
upon
it
or
implementation.
and respect for core labor standards� From an economic
perspective, SPP can generate
to harm the river environment. The state guarantees
income, reduce costs and support capacity, skills and technology development�
to remove encroachments thereon. The foregoing is
EEAA was established under Prime Minister's
regulated by law.
Decree No. 631/1982 which was amended later
The project helps the promotion of sustainable consumption and production on a national
to include Nature Conservation Sector within its
Article
emphasizes
environment
as a human
level 46
through
introducing
the concept
of SPP� The government
will create
the
necessary
pull
scope of responsibility.
The
EEAA
is responsible
right,
thus
highlighting
the
importance
of
citidemand needed to encourage local eco-innovation,
clean
production
approaches,
green
for the
preparation
of national
environmental
zens’ behavior in using and consuming replans, draft
laws
related tointhe
environment,
businesses, and entrepreneurs� This model is intended
to be
replicated
other
sectors
sources, thus encouraging responsible coninternational
cooperation
initiatives
and by consumers in general� The government willcoordinate
set a successful
example
in responsible
sumption.
and
oversee
the
implementation
of
environconsumption while providing efficient consumption as a necessary solution to face
the
mental
related
projects.
This
is
in
addition
to
Every
individual
hasand
the water
right tocrisis
live inthat
a healthy,
current
energy
the country is facing among other challenges in a time
drafting
codes
and
standards,
and
supervising
sound and balanced environment. Its protection is a
of fiscal austerity. Created demand can translate into
of scale
for local
producers
theeconomies
Environmental
protection
and development
national duty. The state is committed to taking the
as well measures
as resulttoinpreserve
budgetary
public
savings�
SPP fund
can also
support
increased
the
among
other an
activities.
The role
EEAAofevalunecessary
it, avoid
harming
it,
rationally
its natural
resources to ensure
that
private use
sector
in infrastructure
and environmental
compliance related investments through
the introduction of an eco-related tendering systems, standards and eco-labeling among
others�
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Based on Egypt’s current experience with regard to green economy and existing SCP trends
on on
a policy
level,aneconomic,
regulatory
intervention
tools
should
perceived
the Ministry
selected
thebe
industrial
zone
ates
yearly basis
average of 64,000
envi-and social2013,
as a multi-faceted
yet integrated
necessary
to be
adopted
by the
of the Sadat
city as a pilot
green
and sustainable
ronmental
impact assessments
studies policy
for dif- solution package
development
city.
The
project
aims
at
promotferent
projects;
industrial,
energy,
communicagovernment if greening the economy is a serious endeavor. The project includes a specific
ing energy
efficiency
street lighting, based
upgradtions,
housing,
tourism among
activity
to produce
policyothers.
briefs to explore the best
suitable
policyin interventions
ing the quality of drinking water in schools and
In 2001, EEAA formulated the National Environon a performed comprehensive SPP needs assessment exercise� Possible policy tools will
designing a modern waste management promental action plan for Egypt (NEAP) 2002/2017.
include
regulatory
reform,
targeted
green
subsidies
forfor
sustainable
goods
and services,
tax
cess
the city. As
environment
cuts across
The plan was a first national attempt to design
exemptions,
access
to finance,
removal
of tariffs, and
non-trade
barriers
deemeda suitable.
sectors
EEAA has
recentlyifinitiated
process for
and
introduce an
environmental
policy
frameintegrating
environmental
and
social
considerawork
for
the
country.
In
2009,
the
preparation
Project activities will recommend an integrated approach in support the mainstreaming
SPP
tions
in
sectorial
policies.
Jointly
with
the
Minisofina the
second
NEAP
was
initiated
to
supplement
different sectors�
try of Planning and Administrative reform it has
the first plan and integrate sustainable developdeveloped a strategic document entitled
ment. It is not yet clear if the Government is curIn addition, environmental public purchasing contributes to the promotion of trade in
“Green Economy as a Tool to Achieve Sustainarently engaged in formulating a new follow-up
environmental
and totechnologies,
regionally
and internationally�
ble Development”
in 2014. The project is
plan
to the NEAP orgoods
if it is going
update it.
expected to have a national wide cross cutting focus rather than a sectoral one as a directive
Thethe
Ministry
and industry
is another
A to
National
Committee
Developinfluence
SCP atfor
a Sustainable
national level.
The project by
virtue of
of trade
its focus
will adopt
a life
Ministry
that
is
entrusted
with
supporting
susment
was
established
in
2006
by
a
Prime
Miniscycle approach on both the consumption and production sides as a necessary standard and
tainable patterns of consumption and producterial decree no# 47. The Ministry of Environrequirement to consider any product or service as sustainable� This will necessarily mean the
tion. The corporate social responsibility center
ment provides the secretariat of the Commitprovision
of capacity
building activities
and prepare
relevant
decision
makersto
operating
under its
umbrella,
has an agenda
tee,
which includes
a representation
from allto re-enforce
and public
procurement
to formed
implement SPP incorporate
practices and
in the context
of
andguidelines
influence sustainable
patterns
ministries.
Other
committeesofficers
were also
of consumption
production
into CSR initiatoprocurement
address related
focus areas The
including:
procedures�
capacity building component
of theand
project
will reinforce
and
tives
and
projects
through
opening
a
dialogue
complement the role of the SDU by upgrading existing skills and expertise of procurement
with the private sector and the raising of aware officers
Egyptian
on combat
of servants.
deserti- Provided
andCommittee
other relevant
public
activities related to training of trainers
ness related to sustainable development.
fication
and on the job training will enable responsible public servants to implement project policy
 National Committee for climate change
and(Clean
required
related interventions.
objectives
of the training
On The
the specific
other hand,
The Egyptian
National
 recommendations
Egypt CDM Council
Development
package
should
include
the
following:
Cleaner
Production
Centre
(ENCPC)
was
estabMechanism)
lished
in
2005
as
a
service
provider
to
promote
 National Steering Committee on Biodivercleaner production methods and applications. It
sityApplying the designed SPP Tool Kit
■
was established in cooperation with the United
■ To ensure proper development and implementation
the SPP Development
Approach
NationsofIndustrial
Organization
The National Committee for Sustainable Devel(UNIDO)
partimplementation
UNIDO/UNEP global
■ Training
and
of procurement
staff
prior as
to athe
of network
opment
along with
thecontracting
Cabinet of Ministers
and
of
NCPCs/NCPPs
(47
Centers)
and
part of the
The Ministry
SPP of Environment have issued a naEgyptian Industrial Council for Technology and
tional sustainable development strategy frame■ Transfer of on the Job knowledge and experience
exchange
Innovation.
The Centre provides the following
work in 2007 to complement the NEAP. Howservices:
ever, the Committee has not been able to effecDescription:
 Cleaner Production and Resource Effitively influence policy along more sustainable
ciency Programmes;
lines.
Project Objective:
 Energy Efficiency and Industrial Application
of Renewable
Energy;
However,
there
has
been
progress
in
endorsing
Encourage the mainstreaming of Green and sustainable
public procurement
systems in the
 Environmental Impact Assessment Studies
sustainable policy in public policy trajectory.
public sector�
(EIA);
This has been very clear in all newly issued re Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) and
ports for the state of the environment in Egypt
Specific Objectives:
Carbon Footprint;
by the EEAA. Currently EEAA's new policy direcTheare
project
“Mainstreaming
in Egypt” has two main
tives
more precise
and in line Sustainable
with global Public  Procurement
Chemicals Management:
and
regional
environmental
priorities
and
supobjectives; policy and operational oriented respectively� - Chemical Leasing Services
port sustainable development objectives. In
- EU Directive on Registration,
■ Policy Objective: sustain the ongoing momentum of encouraging and
integrating green economy policies into the local policy agenda while supporting
the capacity building of relevant decision makers through provision of trainings,
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■ policy strategies and action plans� It directly builds on the current existing
policy
initiatives
by past and
greenand
economy
FosteringEgypt’s
Renewable
Sustainable EnEvaluation,
Authorization
of ongoing projectsincluding
ergy
in
Africa
through
R&D
“FORWARD”
Chemicals
(REACH)
scoping study and the national action plan for sustainable consumption and
project.
- EU Directive
on Classification,
Label
production�
Sustainable
Public
procurement (SPP)
has been mentioned as a
ing and Packaging (CLP).
crucial policy enabling tool to support Egypt’s transition to a green Economy
 Promoting low–Carbon Technologies for
- Persistent Organic Pollutants
(UNEP,
2013)�
Cooling and Heating in Industrial Applica(POPS) .

tions
- EU Directive on ROHs (Restriction of
■ Operational
objective: .would respond to Egypt’s priority on green growth, and
Hazardous Substances)
 Solargoods
Water and
Heater
Network
Project.
 specifically,
Industrial Waste
Management,
Recyin the
development
of an environmental
services
(EGS)
cling
and
Zero
Waste;
and
market, fundamental for sustainable public procurement, and to promote trade
In August 2014, the Ministry of Planning have
 and
Environmentally
Sound
investment in
EGS�Technology
launched a consultation process to integrate
(EST) Transfer & Innovation.
sustainability concerns in a number of themes
Project Components:
covering the period 2015-2030. Main themes
Below is a list of projects that the Centre is curThe engaged
project aims
Public
to Social
support
are Education,
R&DProcurement
and Innovation,
Jusrently
in: to introduce and mainstream sustainable
Environment.
national efforts towards adopting a green economy tice,
and Democracy,
supporting and
sustainable
consumption
and
Assessment
andefforts
Capacitythrough
Building in
production
theChemprovision of policy analysis to decision makers and
The consultation process is in its initial preparaicals
and
Chemicals
Waste
Management
in goods and
the creation of a market for sustainable
services� The project has two main
tory phase, and involved stakeholders are curEgypt- Quick Start Project in partnership
components: Policy analysis and capacity building�
rently studying international experiences and
with UNIDO UNEP-SAICM and in coordinasuccess stories in this regard.
tion with local stakeholders as (Federation
The
policy
component
consists:
of Egyptian Industry – Chemical Chamber,
Concerning the environmental pillar, the strat■EEAA
SPP
Assessment
StudyRegional Office
and
Basel Convention
egy targets the halting of Egypt’s accelerated
in
Cairo
for
Arab
Countries.
■ SPP Enabling Conditions Policy Brief
path of deterioration and degradation, with foSPP Interactive
ToolProject,
Kit forincluding
Practitioners:
Digital
cusedPlatform/Program
efforts on the preservation of biodiver ■Responsible
Production
a
sity
and
reduction of emissions.
Practical toolkit developed by UNEP for
(Guidelines,
Ethical
Criteria, Special
determining
technical requirements, assessing needs,
chemical hazard
management,
foThe strategy
also calls
for the criteria,
adoption Rules
of envicus
on
Small
and
Medium
Sized
Enterprises
selecting suppliers, exclusion and evaluation methods,
Eco-Labels,
Awarding
ronmental
unified
indicators,
including
the en(SMEs). contract clauses, contract performance clauses, monitoring contract compliance,
governing
vironment performance index. A gradual transiconflict resolution etc..)
tion to sustainable consumption and produc Resource Efficiency in Ceramics Industry intion is explicitly mentioned as a main target in
cluding decreasing of Water Absorption for
the
context of the environmental pillar. It aims
Floor Tiles
Decreasing
of Watercomponent
ConWhile
the and
capacity
building
includes:
to establish a comprehensive framework for
sumption.
■ Stakeholder Consultation Workshop
sustainable production and clean industries.
Validation
Workshop
 ■
Study
of the Largest
Loopholes within the
A number of frameworks are to be established
Flow
of Good
Packaging
Material
- supported Roundtable
by
■
SPP
Practices
International
for sustainable agriculture, sustainable transEU and in implementation with ENCPC with
■
Life Cycle
assessment
related
training of trainers
portation, renewable energy and green buildLebanon,
and Morocco
cleaner
production
ings. Another
is related
to adopting
an incenters.
■
On Job Training to apply the SPP interactive
Tool Kittarget
at the
Ministry
of
tegrated solid waste management system
Environment as a pilot phase
through the creation of appropriate infrastruc Industrial Waste Management: Reuse of
ture to reach a zero waste policy. In addition to
Slag in Road Construction.
The first phase or the pilot will target the Ministry
of Environment,
thena project
turning waste
and recycling into
profitable
could
replicated
inIndusother publicsector.
institutions and ministries�
activities
Alternative
Fuel inbe
Egyptian
Cement
try.

Targeted Beneficiaries:
■ Ministry of Environment and partner ministries (includes but not limited to
Ministry of finance, Ministry of Investment, Ministry of Planning and Ministry of
Foreign Trade and Industry)
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■ Any interested public authority and/or governorates

of orfor
to decision
treat garbage
and on
solid
wastes or to
Similarly,
the Social
Fund
forpractitioners
Development who
has need tools
■ Policy
makers
and
making
green
spray
pesticides
or
any
other
chemical
comrecently
accelerated
its
agenda
of
programmes
public Procurement�
pounds, except in accordance with the condiregarding the environment, especially with re■ to
Public
servants
andtoprofessionals
but and
not safety
limited
to: Procurement
measures
specified in the Execspect
activities
related
environmental(includes tions
officers
-Finance
staff,
Legal
and
contracting
staff
and
Project
management
utive
Regulations
of
the
law.
compliance. All loans for projects provided by
The law was amended in 2009, to widen the
the Fund
has the requirement of meeting nateams)�
scope of penalties and increase enforcement in
tional environmental regulations and compli■ Business sector, in particular, small and medium enterprises� This is highly
case of environmental breaches. The executive
ance standards. In June 2014, the Fund profor to
SMEs
enterprises
because theyregulations
need specific
and were isof the information
new amendments
vided relevant
LE.1 million
spread
environmental
training
new Government
requirements�
sued in 2012.
The law calls for the protection of
awareness
and about
alter public
behavior withPublic
re- Procurement
biodiversity,
ozone protection,
water
spect
harmful
and unstainable
practices
in
■ to
Other
organizations:
NGO´s,
academics,
consumer
associations,
suppliers
andresources
and
conservation
of
natural
resources.
Penalthe Wadi
EL
Gadeed
Governorate
near
Sinai.
trade unions among others�
ties of environmental violations range between
fining and imprisonment.
These developments can be considered as indications of Egypt’s preparedness
to adoptActivities
and
Project
and Outputs
The law has no special stipulation for climate
integrate SCP policies on the medium to the
change mitigation, enforcing laws regarding
long term.
A�1 Policy Component
sustainable development or related green or
SCPtargets
concepts.
Legislation
A�1�1 SPP Assessment Study
This activity
the mapping and the existing
Environmental Law No. 4 of 1994 is the main
needs for SPP in the context of adopted SCP
Months)
Voluntary Initiatives
law(2
that
reflects concern for the environment
policies and existing patterns� The report will
and stresses the importance of safeguarding
address public
banking
andthat
holding
in
natural resources. The law provides incentives
It is worth
noting
there companies
have been several
its analysisinitiatives taken and led by the civil community,
to those who implement environmental protection activities or projects and enact penalties
private sector and the banking sector related to
A�1�2
SPP
This activity
aims to capitalize
on theCollaborative
gaps analysisplatagainst
those
whoEnabling
violate itsConditions
provisions. The
sustainable
development.
LawPolicy
called Brief
for the
as: federations,
semi-public
coun(2 creation
Months) of the EEAA and
of existingforms
policysuch
landscape
to identify
possible
stated its role.
cils,
associations,
and
NGOs
mainly
representenabling conditions and policy instruments
businessmen
necessary ing
to activate
SPP and entrepreneurs, and exThe law also provides for a mandatory environperts. These platforms often operate in close
mental
review
for
projects
and
industrial
investproximity
with governmental
bodies making
This activity
is intended
to enhance ‘knowledge
A�1�3 SPP International Best
ments. It forbids the handling of hazardous subsure that a continuous dialogue between the
Practices and Case Studies Report
transfer’ of success stories and good practices
stances and wastes or the construction of any
private and the public spheres is maintained.
from the region and around the globe to encourage
(2 Months)for treating such substances
establishment
national policy
makersForum
and on
provide
them Developwith
without a license from the competent adminisThe Egyptian
Sustainable
trative authority.
(EFSD) supports
the greena economy
necessary ment
background
to develop
nationalconcept
and
strives
to
complement
the Governadaptable GPP system�
It forbids the import of hazardous waste or their
ment’s agenda on sustainable development.
transit
through
Egyptian territory.
It is mandaThe will
Forumresult
founded
2012 as a and
not for
A�1�4
Interactive
SPP Toolkit/
This activity
in ina July
publication
toryGuidelines
for all thoseforwho
produce
or
handle
danprofit
platform
established
working
groups
Practitioners
an interactive online tool that will be designed in
gerous materials to take appropriate precaudifferent priority sectors to develop a sustainabased on the GPP national assessment exercise�
(8toMonths)
tions
protect the environment.
ble development strategy the core of which is
It addresses
policya green
makers
and transition
procurement
advancing
economy
based on
practitioners
in
public
institutions
and
In accordance with the law, all establishments
Egyptian challenges and priority needs.help
(industrial or other) are required to ensure that
decision makers to finalize an action plan and a
air pollutants emitted (or leaked) from their fastrategy for SPP
cilities do not exceed the maximum permissible
levels. It is prohibited to incinerate, to dispose
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A�2 Capacity Building

in Hurghada have signed a protocol of a joint
EFSD technically contributed to the green econprogramme
to implement
a joint
omyA�2�1
scoping
study
for
Egypt.
In
parallel
the
FoStakeholder Consultation
This workshop will aim
to identify
andprogramme
invite
for the sustainable management and carbon
rum has expertise to inform policy making in
Workshop
relevant stakeholders that can contribute to
neutral in the city of El Gouna for a period of 3
Egypt.
understanding
in Egypt and
(1 Month Preparation and
years.the
The status
project of
willSPP
be implemented
taking
provide
feedback
for
the
development
of
the
SPP
into account equity considerations.
While,
The Federation of Egyptian Industries
Planning)
houses the Environmental Compliance Office
Tool kit
The protocol aims to support transforming the
(ECO) established in 2002 by presidential deValidation
Workshop
This workshop
provide
necessary
feedback
to
city ofwill
El Gouna
towards
low-carbon
emissions
creeA�2�2
no. 64,
ECO provides
consultancy services
the analysis
of Kit
the current
energy confor (1
theMonth
privatePreparation
industrial sector
amend thethrough
developed
SPP Tool
as a necessary
and in the field of
sumption
and it.
carbon emissions and finding socleaner production, environmental managestep towards
finalizing
Planning)
lutions to cut down on emissions.
ment systems and energy efficiency. The compliance office was successful in providing funds
The above section aimed at tracing developand loans to more than 185 industrial facilities
A�2�4 SPP Good Practices
This seminar is both a capacity building and
ments and progress in Egypt towards an overall
with funding reaching LE 215 million, 150 milinformationsustainable
dissemination
onand
transitionactivity
resulting based
in growth
lionInternational
of which wereRoundtable
given as loans and the rest
presentingsocial
and discussing
theItSPP
Best aPractices
inclusiveness.
provided
snapshot of
was( self-funded
by beneficiaries.
1 Month Preparation
and
current
overall
policy
updates
that
the country
and
Case
Studies
Report
(A�1�2)�
The
seminar
Planning)
is
adopting.
A
more
specific
review
will target
In September 2014, the National Banking Fedwill be delivered to 20-50 relevant public official,
important emerging sectors that have a high
eration announced the establishment of the
businesses, NGOs and SMES�
potential for SCP and green policies.
permanent commission on sustainable development
coordinate
efforts, donations and
A�2�5toLife
Cycle assessment
A life cycle training of trainers will be provided to
projects being undertaking by banks to expedite
CHAPTER 4: Sectorial SCP
related training of trainers
15-20 procurement practitioner working in public
the agenda for sustainable development and
authorities� Developments
( 2 Months
and
prioritize
areas ofPreparation
focus.
Planning)
Elements of SCP in Energy
This comes in the wake of a surge in corporate
A�2�5
On Job projects
Training and
to funding
apply for
The assigned Technical expert in developing the
social
responsibility
Egypt is currently facing a serious with an enconsumer
awareness
campaigns,
poverty
rethe SPP interactive Tool Kit at the
SPP Tool ergy
Kit will
design
and
implement
on is
crisis.
Egypt’s
current
energy an
crunch
duction,
and
education,
health
and
sanitation
Ministry of Environment
the job training
that its
enables
staffrecovery,
responsible
for to
hampering
economic
its ability
projects to support sustainable development by
attract
new
investments
and
is
limiting
its
delivering and influencing SPP to understand theproMonths)
both(3-5
national
and international business and
capacity
potential
principles ductive
on which
SPPwith
is the
based
and negative
ensures imbanks operating in the local market.
pact on GDP. Unsustainable patterns of energy
they are clear about the potential benefits and the
production and consumption is one of the main
In the same context and due to the effort of
consequences
if they
reasons
that do
hasnot
led deliver�
to the current situation.
businesses and investors, EL Gouna city along
the Red Sea was recognized as a prestigious
The country has witnessed this summer an inProject Lead & Participating Stakeholders/Partners:
tourist attraction and became the first city in Afcreasing rise in electricity cuts and blackouts.
CEDARE
the executing
for implementing and facilitating proposed project
rica
and thewill
ArabbeRegion
to receive agency
in August
Outages have led to public discontent, mainly
2014
the Global
Green
Award. Theofaward
is
activities
under
theCity
supervision
the main
beneficiary
due: of the pilot phase of the project in
sponsored
theministry
United Nations
Environment
this case:bythe
of environment
and any other declared partners�
Program and given to cities displaying substan A widening gap between production
tial measures and efforts in progress within the
consumption;
To ensure the endorsement and efficient implementationand
of project
activities, a task force
field of sustainability.

Lack
of
fuel
and natural
gas supply to
will be created including members of CEDARE, experts and the Sustainable
Development
power generating plants;
Unit
(SDU)ofrecently
established
theItalMinistry of Environment to be the lead coordinating
The
Ministry
the Environmental
andinthe
 Rising need to increase the number of
ian
Ministry
of
Environment,
Land
and
Sea
and
platform working closely with CEDARE on this project�
power generating stations by commisMr. Sameh Sawiris on behalf of city of El Gouna
sioning new ones, which is a directive
This organizational setup is particularly important, since this Unit is assigned to lead
national efforts on propagating the national agenda of sustainable development� The Unit
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has the occupational and legislative capacity to liaise and connect with all relevant public
stakeholders
will utilize
the output
to replicate
in other
institutions
energy
efficiency it
could
address
the current in
unthat theand
Government
is currently
en-of activities
sustainable
consumption
patterns.
dorsing;
and
Egypt and incentivize similar activities, thus building a knowledge hub related to SPP�
 Inability to meet the increasing import
Institutional and Policy Framework: The Minisbill for Funding
energy.
Possible
Model:
try of electricity and Renewable Energy is reInternational donors, international green funding sponsible
mechanisms,
regional the
andlong
international
for developing
term energy
In addition, current pricing of fossil fuels, natupolicy,
setting
electricity
prices
and
supervising
development
banks�
ral gas and electricity do not reflect the true
the
study
and
execution
of
essential
energy
procosts of production, operation and maintejects. This is in addition to overseeing the genEstimated
nance
of suppliedBudget:
energy.
eral operational plan & energy generation,
167,000 Euros
transmission and distribution. The Ministry is
According to the ‘Green economy scoping study
Co-Funding in Kind: CEDARE will provide 1000
in consultation
and
alsoUSD
entrusted
with expanding
theexperience
utilization of
for Egypt', the sector is in need for an immedinew
and
renewable
energy
resources
through
Co-Funding
in
Kind:
Ministry
of
Environment
shall
match
CEDARE’s
amount
of
in-kind
ate paradigm shift towards more sustainable
the
New
&
Renewable
Energy
Authority
(NREA),
contribution
towards
experience in implementing the outputs of project
patterns
of production
and consultation
consumption. There
which is operating as its affiliate. The Ministry is
isactivities�
a need to re-direct the course of Egypt’s enalso responsible for supporting energy effiergy mix towards renewable energy in the longciency efforts.
term.
The Government
is urged to adopt strinManagement
Structure:
gent energy efficiency policies in the short-term
The project will be managed by a PMU at the NREA
Ministry
and a Regional
Environmental
is responsible
for implementing
the Govto limit the exponential rise in energy demand
related
to renewable
as the technical and implementationernment’s
partner tostrategies
coordinate
closely
with focalreasorganization
compared to supply.
courses.
It
also
oversees
renewable
energy propoints& the key relevant stakeholders�
jects,
expedite
renewable
energy
use,
dissemiHowever, the proponents of clean and renewanate information and engage the private sector
Policy
ble
energy Enablers:
have been forced to step-up their
invest in renewable energy.
lobbying
efforts,the
since
heavy industries,
such aslaw undertothe
■ Amend
national
procurement
umbrella of the Ministry of
the cement and fertilizers industries have called
Finance and public contracts regulations�
NREA also has a research center, established in
upon the Government to provide them with
European
Union and Italy.
■ Capacity
Building
and provision
informationwith
on SPP
to decision
short-term
and less
costly energy
resources of
al- access tocollaboration
The
center
has
testing
laboratories
for solar
ternatives
including
coal. Due to the urgency of
makers
and officials.
thermal and solar cells (Photovoltaic) and enenergy shortages, the government had to ap■ Enhance dialogue with stakeholders to promote
growth inlabs
demand
forappliances.
goods
ergy efficiency
for home
prove the importation of coal but with stringing
supplied standards
by local markets
and by making sustainable products purchased by the
environmental
for transportation,
As an independent entity, The Electric Utility
public
sector� Similarly, nuclear energy
handling
and usage.
and
Consumer Protection Regulatory Agency
is being
considered
by reviving
the Dabaa
nu-access to finance
■ Provide
technical
assistance
and
to local
and
was established
by a business
presidential
decree no.
clear station
project,
which
has
been
abanencourage sustainable entrepreneurship�
326
for
the
year
1997.
Assuming
a
safeguarding
doned in the past.
role, theofagency
makes
sure that all activities of
■ Enforce standards, labeling, codes and information
product
performance�
electric power generation, transmission, distriThis■recent
development
has been perceived
Provide
the infrastructure
needed as
to create an
operational
procurement
bution,
and sale,public
are carried
out in compliance
an additional
incentive
for
decision
makers
and
system�
with
the
laws
and
regulations
in effect in the
other community stakeholders to invest in reRepublic
of Egypt, especially those relating
■ Conduct
awareness campaigns
to raise
awareness�
newable
energy infrastructure
projects inand
part-workshopsArab
to
environmental
protection.
nership
with theand
private
sector.the
Onprivate
the short
■ Training
engaging
sector, including suppliers�
run there is a consistent focus on energy effiThus its main role is a regulatory one including
ciency
applications
and approached to limit the
Expected
Results:
the setting regulations that ensure lawful comcapacity and consumption gap. Accordingly, acpetition
in the field of electric power production
Outputs
celerating
renewable energy related policies is
and distribution in the best interests of the connecessary
address the current
■ SPPto assessment
study unsustainable
to be presented to the Ministry of Environment and
sumer. The agency facilitates the introduction
energydesignated
production patterns,
partners while
to beencouraging
distributed to all relevant
ministries
and authorities�
of regulations
to support
the commercial and
■ SPP Policy Brief to provide decision makers with necessary information and
analysis concerning suitable policy interventions customizable to local conditions
and unique socio-economic conditions�
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■ SPP Tool Kit for Practitioners publication to be presented to the Ministry of
Environment
and designated
partners to be and
distributed
to General
all relevant
public
Quality, the
Industrial
Development
residential
use of renewable
energy applicaministries
authorities�
It will
how toand
integrate
elements
of
the General
Organisation
for Extions, thus
creatingand
a demand
in the local
mar- deal withAuthority
and
Import
Control
measures
can
be
taken
ket. sustainability into each step of procurementsport
procedures including tendering,
in
this
regard.
supplier pre-qualifications, specifications, evaluation and scoring framework
The Ministry of Petroleum is also involved in deand finally contracting standards.
A leading efficiency unit has also been estabcision making concerning Egypt’s energy mix
and Map
national
public and Decilishedrepresenting
in 2009 withindifferent
the Information
and■it Identify
has a strategic
role relevant
in ensuring
the up- stakeholders
Center and
(IDSC),
functions unstreamauthorities,
and downstream
availability
fuels and
ministries
andofgovernorates
thatsion
areMaking
responsible
or which
utilizing
der
the
umbrella
of
the
Prime
Minister’s
Cabinaturalpublic
gas to power
the
electricity
network
and
procurement�
net. The unit has been engaged in projects and
stations. The Ministry of Environment with its
■ Provide
briefs and
planspubto gradually strategies
build a credible
andenergy
up-to efficiency
date
to propagate
pracgeneral
mandatepolicy
is also another
influential
background
policybeinformation
database for
makers
tices.decision
The head of
the unitto
hadensure
been urgency all
lic institution
that should
closely working
ministries
to establish
theireconomy
own energy effiwith the
Ministry of Electricity
and Renewable
continuation
and synergies
of efforts to support
a transition
to a green
ciency
unit
subsidiary
to
the
one
at IDSC to creEnergyinand
NREA
and
the
Ministry
of
PetroEgypt�
ate synchronization and harmonization efforts
leum.
■ Procuring goods and services that are more and
efficient
to operate
and
thereby
coordination
between
different
public entireduceofoperating
costs
water
and time);
ties.energy,
The energy
efficiency
unit under discussion
The Ministry
Environment
has (including
a dedicated consumables,
ena varietycosts,
of capacity
ergy■efficiency
and other ministries
and gov- reduced provide
Capital unit
procurement
that achieves
through-life
e�g� building
throughand training services especially to public sector servants.
ernorates are following suit by establishing their
reduced annual
own energy efficiency units. The Ministry of
■ Operating
and maintenance
costs;
There are numerous inter-ministerial commitTourism
have established
the green unit
to protees and working
groups demand
also involved
mote
tourism,
including practices
■ sustainable
Re-examining
requirements,
and where appropriate
challenging
at in crosssectoral policies, including energy efficiency
and applications of water and energy efficiency
source, so as to avoid procurement in excess of needs;
and energy insecurity. In an effort to coordinate
practices. The governorates of Ismailia, Menya
Reducing
of life disposal
and impacts;
and
and harmonize
related activities of institutions,
and■Qalyubia
haveend
established
their owncosts
energy
especially
ministries,
in 2006 a Prime Ministerial
efficiency
units.
■ Driving supply chain efficiency and developing market competitiveness,
decree was issued to create the Supreme Couninnovation and capacity�
cil for Energy. The Council is headed by the
According to the Minister of local development,
■ Training
about
practitioners,
policy
makers
Prime
Minister
andand
withstakeholders
the involvement of all
energy
efficiencyofunits
will70
be procurement
established at the
ministers.
The Council
governorate
to assessment
work in compliance
in lifelevel
cycle
at the with
ministry of concerned
environment
and other
relevantsupervises
the
various
policies
and
strategies
of the energy
the Ministry
of
Electricity
and
Energy.
In
general,
ministries
sector, including their supportive legislative and
public entities have been instructed to use eninstitutional frameworks, policy initiatives, inergy saving measures on their premises.
■ Improving procurement practice and achievevestment
sustainable
operations
programmes,
andtargets,
energy pricing.
There
are
also
serious
talks
to
create
an Energy
On thepending
other hand,
the
Industrial
Modernization
the development of a new procurement framework
planning authority by a presidential decree to
Center (IMC) a subsidiary of the Ministry of
■ Providing initial support through workshops to professional in each
act as a clearinghouse for all energy related iniTrade and Industry has an Energy Efficiency and
implementation
of the project
tiatives.
Environment
Protection stage
Programme.
This programme
aims at reducing
the specific
■ Consulting
on proposals
for a energy
center of sustainable procurement excellence
In order
promote
energy proconsumption
per
unit
product
without
any
neg- guidance
to provide coherent quality support,
and to
advice
andsustainable
establishing
ative impact on the product quality or quantity,
duction
2008,
Supreme
Council
a sustainable products unit to develop evidence
on inthe
life the
cycle
impacts
of for Enas well as limiting polluting emissions and idenergy, endorsed Egypt’s renewable energy stratproducts
tification
of possible direct uses of solar energy.
egy goals and targets. Accordingly:
The■Ministry
of Industry
and Foreign
has “quick-wins” standards to an increase
Extending
and updating
theTrade
existing
the ability
toof
introduce
impose
cleaner on
pro-standards for a wider range of products and
range
productsorand
consulting
duction and efficiency related applications on loservices�
cal industries. This may be implemented through
the Egyptian Organisation for Standardisation
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Outcomes
■ Introduce
mainstream
SPP
Renewable
energyand
share
should reach
20%as
of a tool into local sustainable development
Board of Director of the Egyptian
the total
generated
by 2020 as by
12%public authorities, since SPP has yet to be a
policy
agenda energy
to be practiced
January
Electricity Utility & Consumer
wind,of6%
Hydro
and 2% solar.
focus
the
government
and or public policies� 2013
Protection Agency to apply net
metering
system to encourage
■ Increased
resources
and reduction of the carbon
footprint.
RE targets
will be met
throughefficiency
governmental
the implementation of PV Roof
projects
(about 33%
the total installed
ca■ Support
the from
development
of a National
Strategy to adopt Top
SPP�systems for residential uses.
pacities). Whilst, projects by the Private Sector
The consumer
can set photovol■ Encourage the government to amend existing legal frameworks
and legislation
(about 67% from the total installed capacities).
taic systems on the roof top of
to adopt an integrated sustainable public procurement system�
buildings and sell the electricity
In July
2012, the existing
cabinet approved
a planand
forsupport their enhanced
■ Reinforce
SCP policies
scalability�
generated
to the grid through a
providing solar energy in Egypt.
meter.
■ Develop and implement national SPP related procedures separate
and standards�
It was decided to install about 3500 MW from
Heavy
industries will be obliged
■ Provide technical capacity building to public sector related
professionals�
solar energy by 2027.
September to use a percentage of its elec■ Provide decision makers with studies, analysis2013
and reports
be utilized forfrom RE
tricityto consumption
In its attempt
to
reach
these
targets
NREA
has
adopting SCP and green policies
sources starting from 2015.
put in place a package of policy tools to encourEncourage
creationSome
of Green
and Eco enterprises�
age ■private
sector the
investment.
of these
policies,
approval
zero customs
duties
on
■ Support
theofadaptation
efforts
of existing
private
sector towards
SCP agreed
and clean
In principle,
the Cabinet
on activating
wind technologies�
equipment, land use policy for wind
the Renewable Energy Fund to cover the differpower developers, and soft loans, carbon credence between the selling price of energy generits, and Power Purchase Agreements (PPAs).
ated from renewable energy resources and its
Impact
The table below shows additional policies:
average production cost. However, no further
■ Stimulate economic diversification,
development has taken place. Additionally, a
■ Seize new green export opportunities,
draft master plan for renewable energy in Egypt
has been finalized but awaiting review and
■ GenerateIssuing
employment
for
the
poor,
competitive bids to enastudywater,
was undertaken
international
private
■ Increaseble
access
of the poor
to sector
basic servicesfeedback.
such as The
energy,
housing, by European
Commission
and
the
German DevelopAugust
to invest
in electricityand
generateducation,
communications
transport�
ment Bank (KfW).
2009
ing from wind power.
Approval for applying feed-in
Indicators:
Concerning wind energy, the Government has
tariff in concept.
already
installed the Hurgada
wind farm, which
■ The use of a continuous participatory approach (multi-stakeholder
consultation)
has beenand
operational
and validation when conducting the SPP assessment
the toolsince
Kit�1993. The local manAllowing Investors and indusufacturing of some components of the system
■ Prepare tries
an evaluation
for project
stakeholders and participants�
to build survey
& operate
RE
reached about 40% of the unit. The farm generJune
2012 interviews
power plants
satisfy their
■ Direct
with to
stakeholders
and partners�
ates 5MW and saves about 1000 tons of oil
electricity needs or to sell elecequivalent,
while
emissions
■ Prepare a lessons learnt report to compile the experience
andreducing
challenges
that of about
tricity to other consumers
2800
tons ofstakeholders�
CO2. Another operational wind
have faced
the the
project
to be
disseminated to all
relevant
though
national
grid.
farm is the Zafarana wind farm, which produces
■ The rate of applying and utilizing the SPP tool Kit at the Ministry of Environment
545 MW. Its implementation took several
and related partners and stakeholders�
stages starting in 2001, and was installed in co■ The number of participants in the designatedoperation
capacity with
building
activities�
Germany,
Denmark, Spain and
Japan
Governments.
■ The rate of sharing and distributing the SPP tool kit to other authorities to
replicate�

To meet the wind energy target, 7 projects with
a total capacity of 1340 MW are currently under
implementation. This is in addition to 4 projects
that are expected to produce up to 1470 MW.
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PROJECT # 4

Renewable
Energy
& Energy
Efficiency
Fund has finally
In September
2014, the Government
AsSetting-Up
for solar energy,aaccording
to NREA, the
total
announced its implementation of the feed in
installed capacity of solar heaters in Egypt is
tariff after approving it in principle a couple of
about
750 thousand
Presented
by: square meter. There are
years back. This important step aims at encourabout 20 Egyptian companies working in the
Ministry of Trade, Industry & SMEs
aging both household and private investors to
field of manufacturing, importing, and installarely more on clean energy. The tariffs will be
tion
of solarCutting
water heaters.
Also, there is an onCross
Sectors:
fixed for the next five years to send a signal of
going cooperation with the tourism sector to
Environment, Industry, Energy, SMEs
stability to investors. The tariffs at which the
expand on the utilization of renewable Energy
Government will buy solar energy is set at LE.
applications by increasing the use of solar heatProject Rationale/Background
0.848 for each kilowatt (kw) produced by
ers in hotels and surrounding villages.
Egypt is currently facing a major energy problem.
Egypt’s deficit
electricity
supply
is
households,
and LE. in
0.901
for industrial
producThe
Kuraymat
solar
thermal
electricity
generatmore than 3,000 MW and the country is paying ers
subsidies
forkw,
energy
of 0.973
morefor
than
110
under 200
and LE.
producers
ing plant is another facility with a total capacity
Billion EGP� The scarcity of energy resources is limiting
industrial
of 200 to
500 kw. growth and development
of 140 MW, including a solar share of 20 MW.
and there is a major need for energy conservation and for promoting the application of
Tariff rates for large-scale projects are set to be
The project is considered as the first CSP project
sources inalso
thedecided
industrial
inrenewable
the region.energy
The Government
to sector� calculated in U.S. dollars as these projects are
expected to be the result of foreign investpower remote villages by Photovoltaic System
Within
this
context
the
Ministry
of
Industry,
Trade
and SMEs
is exploring
the 500
opportunity
ments.
While, projects
between
kW and 20
in Siwa and Matrouh Governorates.
for the execution of a project for Setting Up a Renewable
Energy$0.136
Fund�per
The
project
builds
MW will receive
kWh
and those
proMoreover,
the
Government
is
planning
to
imon the successful model of the Egyptian Pollution
Abatement
Second
Phaseto
ducing
20 MW toProject
50 MW- will
be entitled
plement a solar thermal power plant with a ca$0.1434
per
kWh.The
tariffs
will
be
paid
in of
do(EPAP II), implemented by the Egyptian Environmental Affairs Agency under the Ministry
pacity of 100 MW at Kom Ombo, and 240 MW
mestic
currency
according
to the
exchange
rate
State for Environmental Affairs with the support of
the World
Bank�
Not only
will
the fund
with governmental and private sector investat the time of payment.
expedite
the integration
of SCP
policies,
ments,
including
2 photovoltaic
power
plants,but it will contribute an accelerated transformation
of industry
to clean
methods
much
needed has
determinant
of
Moreover,athe
Government
decided gradueach
with a capacity
of 20production
MW by NREA.
This and procedures,
andwith
cities�
ally phase out electricity subsidies over a five
issustainable
in addition tocommunities
10 projects, each
a capacyears’ period, thus completely liberalizing the
ity of about 20 MW by the private sector based
Components:
market and rendering renewable energy investonProject
Build, Operate,
Deliver (BOD) system.
ments a competitive edge over other sources of
Additionally,
a framework
agreement was
Description
and activities:
energy.
signed
in
October
2013
between
Egypt
and
the
Component 1: Technical Support
To promote sustainable energy consumption
United Arab Emirates to finance a number of
This
component
is
supported
through
the
project:
“Promoting
Technologies
and
efficiency,low-Carbon
the Government
in 2007 hadfor
set
energy generation projects in off-grid locations.
Heating
Industrial in
Applications
Project”
GEF, energy
& started
in April 2015�
target toby
reduce
consumption
by 20%
The
projectincommenced
March this year
and which isa funded
consists
of: solar energy to nine goverby the year 2020. The energy efficiency Unit at
it Itwill
provide
thetoIDSC
is working
to meet
target and conorates:
North and South
Sinai, and
Sohag,
Al-Wadi framework
■ Development
of policy
regulatory
support
the use
of lowthis
carbon
ordinate
actions
across
sectors
and between
Al-Gedid,
Luxor,
Aswan,
Marsa
Matrouh,
the
technologies for heating in industrial applications�
different public authorities. Through the Unit, a
Red Sea, and Qena.
■ Support the deployment of low carbon technologies for multipurpose applications
joint energy efficiency, a street lighting proin the industrial sector through the transfer gramme
of technologies
and
know-how
to by the
is currently
being
implemented
local manufacturers�
Ministry of Finance, Ministry of Local Development, facilities�
and Ministry of Electricity and Energy.
■ Installation of low carbon technologies in selected
The Unitresponsible
has also launched
an initiative called
■ Building the technical capacity of human resources
for designing,
“shamsek Ya Masr” to promote energy effideveloping and servicing renewable energy systems, manufacturing facility
ciency. The initiative aims at undertaking 100–
managers, etc���
150 projects related to the installation of solar
The project will also build on the activities of a number of other ongoing as well as pipeline
initiatives and projects led by Egypt National Cleaner Production Center (ENCPC) in
cooperation with a number of international partners including:
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A) Ongoing Projects:
■ The Resource Efficiency Component of the Trade Facilitation Program (TFP) in
been approved or ratified. Recently in Septemphotovoltaic
and CLFwith
lamps
in public premises
cooperation
USAID�
ber 2014, Egypt's Cabinet amended on the law
in 3 years. The initiative is intended to save 5-8
carbon
Development”
in Egypt,
governing
the New project
and Renewable
Energy AuMW■byThe
the“Low
end 0f
2016. and
The Climate
Unit will Resilient
provide Industrial
Kenya,
Senegal
and
South
Africa
implemented
in
cooperation
with
UNIDO
and
thority (NREA) to allow it to form companies to
all required technical support, including the
financed
by
the
Government
of
Japan.
produce and sell electricity. The authority is
preparation of tenders and required standards,
now Sustainable
capable of attracting
in addition
to
providing
staff
training.
Services
■ The project entitled: Fostering Renewable and
Energy investors
in Africainto partwithin the
renewableEgypt,
energy sector,
are provided
freeR&D
of charge
in additionimplemented
to covthrough
“FORWARD”
in nerships
four countries
including
after with
the Minister
of Electricity's
approval of
ering the
cost of 50%
of required
So cooperation
Tanzania,
Uganda
and equipment.
Ethiopia in
the African
Union and
forming the new companies. NREA will also be
far, about 24 governorates and 7 ministries,
financed by the European Union
able to make use of the revenues generated
other public bodies have asked to join the initi■ The Technical Assistance Programme on from
Energy
in Industrial
the Efficiency
sale of electricity,
as per the new
ative.
establishments implemented by ENCPC in amendment
cooperationto with
the
Industrial
become self-sustainable. In the
In 2013, the Minister of Electricity and RenewaModernizations Center (IMC)
same month, the Cabinet approved a Presidenble Energy started the installation of a phototial Decree encouraging the production and use
voltaic system, with capacity of about 40 kw.
of electricity generated from renewable enB) Pipeline Projects:
The system is intended to provide electricity for
ergy .The
legislation
would encourage
■ Industrial
Electrical
Systems (EMDS)
Efficiency
Program
in Egypt the priGovernment
buildings,
as wellMotor
as forDriven
10 roads
vate sector to invest in generating electricity
cooperation
UNIDO and
andcitfunded through the Global Environmental
across in
its premises.
Somewith
governorates
from renewable energy, however no further deFacility
(GEF)�
ies have
followed
suit such as Sharm El Sheikh
tails have yet been disclosed.
where
streetlights
were
provided
by solar
en■ The
SWITCH
Med
Programme
- Component
1: Med Test Project, implemented
The Ministry of Investment has further proergy. in cooperation with UNIDO�
posed a draft investment law which will provide
The Ministry of Electricity have also recently
incentives and facilities for obtaining land plots
launched
a national
energy saving
campaign
Component
2: Financial
Support
Fund
and licenses, as well as encouraging business“Wafar min Agl Masr” for the public providing
and investors
to buythat
landwill
for installing
This component is concerned with establishing a men
financial
mechanism
support soa
reports and information and response to inquirlar
energy
plants.
The
law
is
still
under
review.
number
of pilot/demonstration
for the manufacturing and installation of renewable
ies.
This initiative
is well coordinatedprojects
with other
energyinitiatives
& energy
technologies.
mechanism
will beenergy
established
with
Regarding
unsustainable
consumption,
related
in efficiency
order to ensure
consistent The financial
theofparticipation
will follow
the same
model of EPAP
II
is no general
legal framework
for energy
flow
information. of different donor entities and there
project as illustrated below:
efficiency (EE) measures. However, there are
Furthermore, the Government is currently conongoing research to produce energy efficiency
sidering requesting all ministries to use diesel
standards. And the Ministry of Housing Utilities
cars and energy efficient appliances to save
and Urban Communities has initiated energy efelectricity. The Ministry of Industry and Foreign
ficiency building codes. Another significant step
Trade has already requested ministries and govtaken to promote EE in the building sector was
ernmental authorities and institutions to rethe establishment of The Green Building Counduce their electricity consumption by 20%. It
cil (EGBC) in January 2009. Membership in the
has also announced that starting from 18 June
EGBC consists of both national and interna2014, air conditioner manufacturers and imtional personalities including government minporters will be obliged to import or produce deisters from Cabinet level agencies, officers from
vices that can only be set on 20 degrees as a
respected NGOs, prominent businessmen, seaminimum cooling system and 28 degrees as a
soned labor leaders, and major contractors.
maximum heating system.
One of the objectives for establishing this council is to provide a mechanism to encourage
Legislation: A new draft law for electricity has
building investors to adopt BEECs as well as
been drafted few years back, but had never
Project Lead & Participating Stakeholders/Partners:
other sections of existing codes that satisfy both
The fund will support the following:
Industrial companies in different sectors e�g� food, chemicals and textiles (end users)
Manufacturers of renewable energy technologies and their feeding industries
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Possible Funding Model:
workshops
related
to energy as
a platform
energy
efficiency and International
environmental conservaThe government,
donors, global green
funding
mechanisms,
regional
andto
disseminate information, public awareness, intion.
The council development
developed the Green
international
banks�Pyramids
crease the involvement of community stakenon obligatory EE rate system for buildings. The
holders and open a two way dialogue between
council
is organizing
the 1st Arab Forum on SusEstimated
Budget:
business and the Government.
tainable
Communities
and Green
Building inUSD
De- 4�5 million
Component
1- Technical
Assistance
(funded by GEF)
cember 2014 with partnership of Regional OfThe Regional Centre for Renewable Energy and
Component
2- Financial
Mechanism
USD
fice
for Arab States
of the United
Nations
Hu-130 million (of which USD 2 million funded by GEF)
Energy Efficiency (RECREE) located in Cairo is
man Settlements Programme (UN-Habitat). The
engaged
in research activities and information
Duration:
forum will tackle climate change and adaptadissemination that reinforces current Govern5 years
after which
the fund
willeconomy,
continue under the ownership of the Ministry of Industry
tion,
sustainable
communities,
green
ment efforts. The Center is working on eco laand access to sustainable housing, green buildbels for solar products and systems for Egypt in
Project
Objectives:
ing,
energy efficiency,
and water resource efficooperation with Egyptian Organization for
ciency
mainaims
themes.
This as
Fund
at contributing to the reduction of Standards
Egypt’s energy
deficit
through
promoting
and Quality
Control
(EOS).
the local manufacturing and application of Renewable Energy as well Energy Efficiency
Voluntary Initiatives and Partnerships: to comThe Solar
Energymanufacturers
Development in
Association
technologies
in thepolicies
Egyptian
Industry,suswhich will support
Egyptian
raising
plement
Government
to promote
(SEDA) is another active entity primarily entheir competitiveness
and and
boost
job creation in this field.
tainable
energy consumption
production,
gaged with international cooperation partners,
the private sector and different businesses opincluding German International Assistance GIZ
The specific objectives of the project are to:
erating in the Egyptian market have recently
in the development of the solar energy (heat
channeled
their CSRincentives
activities totoface
Egypt’sthe high initial
Provide financial
overcome
investment
forThis
manufacturers
and power)
market costs
in Egypt.
is done by deenergy
crisis.
The
Egyptian
Initiative
for
Energy
veloping
competencies
of entrepreneurs, SMEs,
of renewable energy technologies against an existing
energy
state subsidy�
Conservation (EIEC) was formed as a joint puband businesses in the field of solar energy. Its
lic-private
initiativethe
between
oil and
gas compaHelp to bridge
gap until
adequate
policies and activities
regulations
established
for the
use of
alsoare
include
introducing
innovative
nies
in and theenergy
ministry
of electricity
and energy of energyand
renewable
and
for the application
efficiency
measures. and solar applications
creative technologies
and the Ministry of Petroleum. The initiative
and supporting the creation of a locally market
aims at promoting sustainable consumption of
driven demand for solar energy systems.
Policy Enablers:
electricity and energy efficiency by altering con■ Increase
energy an
audits,
to beneficiaries of the fund
sumers’
behavior.the
Thenumber
initiativeoflaunched
ad- especially
On the other hand, the German-Arab Chamber
vertising,
media
and
public
awareness
commu■ Establish and apply, based on Commission guidance,
minimum
cost-effectiveness
of Industry
and Commerce
(GACIC), the largest
nication campaign for energy-saving practices
business organization promoting cooperation
criteria which are adapted to the projects’ circumstances�
financed by the member companies.
between Germany and the Arab world, sup■ Promote the establishment of a stronger regulatory framework and ensure
ports a green transition in Egypt. The GACIC
As a result
of the Government policies the numcompliance�
launched an online business platform on reber of interested national and international prienergies. It provides
companies oper■ Provide technical assistance to ensure the newable
cost-effectiveness
of undertaken
vate sector investors have increased in 2014.
ating in solar energy, wind energy, hydropower,
projectsEgyptian
under the
fund� company of
Suez Cement,
subsidiary
geothermal, biomass and energy efficiency with
Italcementi
Group is assess
investingand
in areview
joint project
■ Periodically
the impact of information
distributed regarding
funds on operational,
international markets
with Italgen,
an Italian
specialized
company to
and natural
resource
savings�
dealing with renewable systems. Moreover, GIZ
construct a wind farm. The first phase aims to
is
one of
mostup
active
international pro■ Put
a place a before
strong the
andend
detailed
forthe
–follow
and conduct
produce
120inmegawatts
of 2015reporting system
gramme in Egypt with regards to supporting the
periodical
impact
assessment
exercises�
with about
LE1.4 billion
($200
million) worth
of
Government green and SCP related policies, iminvestment.
plementing projects, supporting start-ups,

Project Result

NGOs and other entities. GIZ has a strategic foMoreover,
many of
industrial
companies both
■ Reduction
energy consumption
cus on climate change related issues and envipublic and private are undertaking studies to
ronmental protection, with emphasis on the
■ cleaner
Reduction
of greenhouse
gas in
emissions
adopt
production
applications
their
promotion of renewable energies and energy
operational
facilities. ofCompanies
are also in- of the Egyptian
■ Enhancement
the competitiveness
industries and introduction
efficiency.
creasingly
sponsoring
conferences,
forums
and
of high value
■ added innovative products and services to the Egyptian Industry
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■ Development of an Innovative financing package to promote the use of renewable
energy and energy efficiency technologies in Egyptian
Industries
These outdated
agricultural practices have led
to loss
of agricultural rates
biodiversity, increased
Elements
of SCPofinnew
Agriculture
■ Creation
job opportunities and reduction
of unemployment
desertification, land erosion, and increased loss
of soil fertility.
Agriculture’s role has been gradually diminishIndicators:
ing as a driver of Egypt’s economic growth. Thus
Institutional and Policy Framework: The MinisExecution
Impact
Indicators:
shifting
power& to
the services
and industrial
try of Agriculture and Land Reclamation is consectors
as the main
drivers of the
■ Number
of benefiting
projects/industries from the fund
sidered to be the main Government body reeconomy. Although this has been the trend in
■
Establishing
an
authority
or
a
steering
committee
to govern
the fund
sponsible
for designing
and implementing poliany economic development trajectory of
cies
to
integrate
sustainable
agricultural pracemerging
Egypt agriculture
re■ Seteconomies,
a financialfor
strategy
for the self-sustainability
of the fund
tices.
mains vital. Having a thriving agricultural sector
■ Assigning third party audits for review and monitoring
However, the Ministry of the Environment, the
is vital to absorb Egypt’s large pool of unskilled
Ministry of irrigation and the Ministry of planlabor. It is as essential for addressing rural povning are all institutions that can directly and inerty, illiteracy and overall underdevelopment.
directly contribute to and reinforce the role of
But most importantly, Egypt has in the past
the Ministry of agriculture. The extent of cooryears suffered from food insecurity and lack of
dination between the different Government
ability to provide basic food needs of a signifibodies,
is not made very clear unless steering
cant portion of the population, especially
through a coordinating institution.
among the poorest segments of the population.

The gravity of the situation has further escalated with the fluctuation of international food
prices, Egypt’s diminishing foreign reserve and
its limited ability to pay its external debt bill.
This is notwithstanding the load of energy,
food, water and electricity subsidies on the
Government’s budget and its inability to provide a varied consumer basket of goods to the
most vulnerable of families, particularly in rural
areas.

The Ministry of Agriculture and Land Reclamation has issued in 2009 a ' Sustainable agricultural development strategy towards 2030',
which is an ambitious document with a comprehensive view on addressing chronic problems of
the sector through the introduction of organic
agriculture, the reduction of chemical fertilizer
uses, sustainable management of natural resources and enhancing efficiency in the use of
water.

In this light, it is safe to conclude that Egypt is
facing demand and supply side challenges
within the sector, which require immediate and
urgent attention. On the demand side, the gap
between production and consumption of strategic food crops is widening driven by high annual population growth rates, urbanization and
unsustainable patterns of consumption and
high food wastage.

So far, the strategy has not been implemented
through an actionable framework or pilot projects and activities. However, the strategy
lacked coordination with the Ministry of water
resources and irrigation to align water distribution priorities to different economic activities,
given Egypt’s limited traditional water resources.
The Ministry has recently taken steps towards
designing and implementation of policy tools to
encourage sustainable agriculture. In a bid to
gradually phase out subsidies on chemical fertilizers while redirecting the same financial benefits to small farmers; the Prime Minister on the
suggestion of a committee representing the
Ministries of Agriculture, Industry and Trade

On the supply side, water scarcity concerns, climate change threats, land degradation, irrigation network inefficiencies have led to exacerbating problems in the sector. Agriculture consumes more than 85% of Egypt’s water supply a
large amount of which is lost due to widespread
conventional practices such as flood irrigation.
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PROJECT # 5:
use of
non-renewable
ground water versus the
and
Investment
and Petroleum
have approved Energy
Land
Allocation
for Renewable
Projects:
Strategic
use of treated or reused waste water in irrigaincreasing the prices of chemical fertilizers to
Environmental and Social Assessments
tion. In April 2014, the Minister of Agriculture
reach LE. 2000 per ton of urea fertilizers and LE.
has witnessed the operational launching of a
1900 for nitrate fertilizers. The financial gains
Presented
by:
mobile water desalination station powered by
from this price increase will be entirely used to
solar Renewable
energy in Matrouh
in an effinance
small
farmers’
cooperatives.
Ministry of Energy and Electricity (MoEE)/New and
Energygovernorate
Agency (NREA),
fort to supply non-traditional water resources
Ministry of Local Development
for local agricultural activities at the goverAdditionally, a recently issued ministerial denorate level. It is being considered as a pilot
cree number 1456 for 2014, has announced the
Cross Cutting Sectors:
project with the intention to have it replicated
creation of a ‘Sustainable Agricultural DevelopRenewable
(Solar/Wind)
Energy
–
Land
Allocation
in rural and remote governorates in the counment’ Council within the Ministry fully deditry. The project was sponsored by one of the
cated to propose and design policies to encourProject
Rationale/Background
largest NGOs in Egypt.
age
sustainable
agricultural practices. The
Council
be responsible
also implementUse ofis to
wind
and solar for
generated
energy provide direct environmental and social benefits
Another national project currently being coning the sustainable agriculture 2030 strategy.
by allowing a reduction in fossil-based energy production leading to a required reduced
sidered is the development of Al Alamein city as
The Council will also tackle the issue of rice
emission
of
carbon
dioxide�
the
use
of
renewable
can and
be green
an important
part of the
aenergy
sustainable
city.
growing since it represents a huge burden on
energy-development
strategy
Notwithstanding the direct environmental benefits,
Egypt’s
scare water resources.
OneinofEgypt.
the sugEfforts have
been valuable
made to implement
some
gested
proposals
regarding
rice growing
is put-negative impacts
renewable
energy
facilities
can induce
on other
environmental
provisions
of
the
sustainable
agriculture
2030
ting
a
ceiling
on
the
land
to
be
used
for
rice
aspects� This can span from noise pollution and visual change of landscapes to substantial
strategy. However, these steps are not enough
growing and reducing it to 1.2 million feddan
impacts on fauna and flora both at the specific project sites, but also for entire flyway
to shift towards sustainable agricultural pracdown from 2.2 million feddans currently cultipopulations
ofinmigratory
birds
from
vast areas (i�e�tices.
species can be breeding across Europe
vated
rice. This is
compliance
to the
proposed
and Central
Asia
and pass
the Middle
East on their migration to wintering areas on
quantity
of land
allocated
for through
rice growing
as
per
2030 sustainable
agriculture strategy.
The Ministry of Planning is taking concrete
thethe
African
continent)�
steps to develop a vision for sustainable agriculToToreinforce
the
sustainable
agriculture
stratture to
be assesses
againstplanning,
measurableand
indicaachieve the global benefit in reduction of carbon
emission,
efficient
if
egy 2030, the Prime Minister held a meeting in
tors to
track
progress.
It is thereforeimpacts
essential
needed, appropriate mitigation measures, can reduce
the
negative
environmental
July 2014 to review the strategy and discuss
that
the
role
of
different
Government
entities
in
of windsteps
andtosolar
power it.
facilities
to 2014,
acceptable levels�
possible
implement
In October
encouraging sustainable agriculture are clearly
a national programme for addressing agriculdefined to avoid bureaucratic ambiguity, and
Thiswaste
project
to have
develop
Strategic
tural
andaims
reuse
been
also an-Environmental and Social Assessment (SESA) to
the evasion of responsibility. While simultanenounced
bythe
the Ministry
the environment.
evaluate
potentialofenvironmental
and social (E&S) impact from wind and solar energy
ously the role of Ministry of local development
developments on the natural, environmental resources, resident people and their lives (in
is coordinating the work of governorates and loThe Government has also announced its aim to
economic and social terms) over an area of 255 km2
Gulf of suez,
9�46local
km2agricultural
in Zafaranaofcal authorities
including
reclaim a total of 4m across the nation beginandwith
37�21m
km2
in Benban�land within one
fices. The ministry is responsible for transferning
of agricultural
year. The tendering procedures have not yet
ring all the needs of local authorities to the cabFor
wind
projects
for
Gulf
of
Sues
area
bird
migration
study islocal
required
during
Spring and
been announced. The Ministry has considered
inet including
needs of
the agricultural
secseveral
proposed
agricultural
models during
a is having
autumn
seasons.
The definition
of SESA
itsdifferent
focus on
natural, environmental,
tor in
governorates.
The coordination
meeting
by Prime
Minister
Minis-impacts, of
protection
activities,
social attended
and economic
issues�
Forand
proven
theland
SESA
shall identify
waysprevention
to avoid orof
ters of Water Resources and Irrigation, and Pebuilding
on agricultural
lands,project-based
improving the
reduce these impacts to acceptable levels to be further
detailed
by associated
troleum.
livelihood
of
farmers,
and
providing
the services
ESIA� By this, the SESA will help achieve sustainable development of future wind and
solar
of
education,
health,
etc....
to
the
rural
commuprojects to
in the
Egypt�
According
Ministry of Water Resources
nities is the mandate of this ministry in cooperand Irrigation, Water Resources land reclaimed
ation with line-ministries that have a more techis to use water saving and efficient techniques
nical role in policy design.
and methods. However, expert question the
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Project Components:
2-Act No.
122 of for
1980255
on Agricultural
CooperaLegislation:
is governed
several Assessment
StrategicAgriculture
Environmental
andbySocial
(SESA)
Square km2
in
tion
laws
that
date
back
to
the
sixties
of
the
last
cenGulf of Suez, 9�46 km2 in ZAFRANA 37�2km2 in Benban
tury. Several modifications and changes have
This Act comprises of 85 Article 85 and was
been made since then and until now that reamended
by Law
122 of 1981, and this
sulted
in a mosaic of regulations
Phases
Time that may not
Activities
per No.
phase
amendment comprises of 6 Articles. According
be in harmony with each other. A major modifiBaseline
survey
Twoagriculture
weeks sector
Analysis
the to
to
experts,oftheexisting
law has situation
deficienciesand
related
cation
in laws related
to the
the
duration
theproject
board of directors and the
is badly
needed.
report�
baseline
for of
the
capital of the cooperatives, literacy requireBird migration first one
month
after Report of the first field observation
ments and also the penalties prescribed by this
The Ministry is currently seriously discussing
report
finishing
of
the
first
field
period
for commensurate
the Bird migration�
For Area
law
do not
with reality
on the
the introduction of tougher legislations and
period
of gulf Of Suez
ground.
penalties for illegal land observation
grabbing. There
are
alsoBird
regulations
and specifications
in place
migration
one month
after to
finishing Report of the second field observation
3-Desert Land Law No. 143 of 1981
control irrigation methods in reclaimed land.
second report
of the second field period for the Bird migration� For Area
However, this is an apparent lack of compreobservation
of Gulf
Suez of 29 Articles, including the
The
Law of
comprises
hensive legislations and incentives.
Lackperiod
of enof private
state-owned
Once
forcement
continue
encour-and the disposition
Public and compliance
hearing after
the to
scoping
Report for
public
hearinglands.and
more,
penalties
prescribed,
the
con-tents
of
the
agereports�
unsustainable agricultural
practices,
includsecond after final draft
stakeholder comments�
law that determine and specify the desert goving the overuse of pesticides and chemical ferDraftin addition
report
No inefficiency
later than and
5 months ernorates,
Data report
on the
distribution
and of
set feddan
prices
and the number
tilizers
to water
set as
maximum
individuals
for
the
ESIA after termination of final feddans
wastage.
abundance
of afauna,
floraforand
habitatsand
families
been criticized.
study
including fieldwork
at riskhave
of allbeing
impactedThese
by laws
the do
not
reflect
reality,
rather
are
in
conflict
with
1-Law
No.
53
of
1966
on
Agriculture
Mitigation Program
development of wind and solar power it.
Moreover, the Provisions of article 22 has been
and
Monitoring
plantsunconstitutional
including on the
socio-economic,
found
jurisdiction of the
The Law is divided into three volumes :AgriculPlanning�
cultural Con-situational
and historicalCourt
baseline,
anddisSupreme
over the
tural
production, livestock, and avoiding enassociated
mitigation
measures
and
putes
arising from
the provisions
of this law.
croachment on agricultural land and maintaining its fertility. The law is amended by the folthe two sessions of Public hearing
In
summary,
current
lowing laws: 59 of 1973, 100 of 1976, 31 of
reports,
firstthe
during
the enacted
scopinglaws
and do
thenot
reflect the realities of the sector nor do they
1978, 59 of 1978, 54 of 1980, 207 of 1980, 16 of
second after final draft. Non-technical
benefit farmers and contribute to their wellbe1983, 225 of 1984, 2 of 1985, and 231 of 1988.
executive
summary
in aArabic�
ing.
Although
these lawsreport
were set
long time
The law comprises 195 Articles.
Assessment
of
the
potential
impact
ago to assist in achieving sustainable development,
deficiencies
in power
law represented
failure
Penalties prescribed in the law, which resulted
of wind
and solar
plants onin key
to
empower
farmers,
can
have
a
negative
imin the breach of the provisions hereof do not
environmental and social issues
pact on future legislations and amendments
commensurate with the practical reality where
Draft
for have
Two passedweeks
Includes
monitoring
programs
deal with sustainable
agricultural
practices,
more
thanReport
forty years
since its after that
Ornithological
the Bird especially
and measuring
of the
birds types
when it comes
to enforcement,
penpromulgation.
While, thesubmission
penalties of prealties,
complianceinandthe
pricing.
scribed for the erosion, destruction
build-report
migration and
second
concentrated
recommended
ing on agricultural land do not commensurate
sites to build the wind power plant
Voluntary Initiatives and Partnerships: In addiwith the crime of the erosion, destruction of
also studying the bird migration and
tion to Government efforts, the private sector
lands due to restricting the power of the comassociated
corridors� For
Area of
Gulf
including
entrepreneurs,
startups,
social
venpetent authority represented by the Minister of
Of
Suez
tures and family owned farms have led numerAgriculture or the governors authorized by the
ous initiatives for horticulture produce and orMinister to suspend the removal works as long
ganic farming creating an export market. Sevas the issue is presented before a court of law.
eral NGOs have also been established to pro-
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Final Reports for Two weeks after NREA Final Data report on the distribution
Untreated
industrialofwastewater,
sewage
videalleducation,
skills and awareness
raising
rethe STUDY
approval on
the drafts
and abundance
fauna, flora
andwalated to composting, hydroponic farming and
ter,
agricultural
drainage
waterimpacted
continues by
to be
(Arabic
and
habitats
at risk
of being
other sustainable agricultural practices as well.
discharged into the Nile. While, non-convenEnglish copies)�
the development of solar and wind
tional resources, such as seawater desalination
power plants including socio-economic,
However, there is no partnership arrangements
constitutes a negligible percentage of about
between these initiatives and the Government
cultural
and
baseline,
and xlv
0.76%
out of
the historical
total aggregate
water supply.
to replicate it on a wider scale and ensure their
associated mitigation measures�
sustainability. Business groups involved in orAccording to the 2030 Strategic Vision for
Assessment of the potential impact of
ganic farming are more inclined to forge relaTreated Wastewater Reuse in Egypt report by
solar power plants on key environmental
tions with startups, SMEs and NGOs working in
CEDARE, in 2011, total wastewater amounted
the same field to create knowledge, open marand
social
issues�
to
about
7 BCM,
out of which 3.7 BCM were unket opportunities locally and out of social and
treated
out
of
3.368 and
BCM
of treated
Final monitoringthe
programs
measuring
community services.
wastewater,
0.271
BCM were reused
of the birdsonly
types
concentrated
in the directly
for agriculture,
recommended
sites towhile
buildthe
theremaining
wind
The private sector should be incentivized to reamount
was
wastefully
disposed
to
the
power plant also studying the national
bird
duce their environmental footprint, engage in
drainage network.xlvi
sustainable farming methods. Public-Private
migration and associated corridors
partnership should be encouraged.
Other non-conventional resources include agriProject Lead & Participating Stakeholders/Partners:
cultural drainage, and treated sewage water reElements
of
SCP
in
Water
Egyptian Environmental Affairs Agency (EEAA) – New
Renewable
Energy Agency
(NREA)
use,and
desalination
of brackish
groundwater,
representing a small share in the total water supThe water sector is another sector facing seriply. Furthermore, outdated infrastructure and
Possible
ous
challenges.Funding
The demandModel:
for water in Egypt
deteriorating municipal and industrial water
has
been of
steadily
increasing financing
as a resultscheme
of in- of up-scaling
Design
an innovative
and promotion
of model
in whole
and wastewater
distribution
networks
have
creased population growth, urbanization, agrisector
largely contributed to huge water losses.
cultural and industrial expansion, and due un-

sustainable water consumption practices.

Estimated Budget:

Another major strategic concern for Egypt is the
Grand Ethiopian Renaissance Dam. Experts
1,140,000
Euros
Egypt’s
allocated
water withdrawal quota from
have raised serious concerns regarding the negthe Nile River is set at the fixed amount of 55.5
ative impact of the dam on the Egyptian water
Project
billion
m3 asObjectives:
per 1959 agreement with the Suquota. The Grand Ethiopian Renaissance Dam
dan.■Meanwhile,
other
traditional
in-where development
Identify the
best
suitableresources
technique
of wind and solar power
will require that its reservoirs be filled with
cluding rainfall, floods, and deep and shallow
plants will be possible with the least environmental
andbillion
social
impacts�
about 14
cubic
meter of dead storage
groundwater are nonrenewable and or limited.
water to start generating electricity, in addition
■ Provide
a basis
foreconomy
the subsequent
appraisal
specific
According
to Egypt’s
green
scoping development
to a totaland
potential
of 74 of
billion
cubic meter of
in wind
and solar
energystorage
facilities�
should
not only
study, investment
by 2017, totalprojects
water demand
in Egypt
is
water,This
which
can significantly
affect
estimated
to
be
87.9
billion
m3,
representing
a
assist the national and regional authorities inflow
Egypt,
but should
be inconcerns
line
to Egypt.
There also
are also
about
30% increase
over
current
consumption.
By
the
potential
negative
impacts
of
water
diswith project appraisal E&S performance requirements (PRs) of International
2025, water per capita to 600- 500 m3/ per capcharges and seepages into underground aquiFinancial Institutions�
ita by 2025 and further decrease to 350 m3/per
fers and generally on the surrounding ecosyscapita by 2050.
tem.
■ To provide capacity building to New and Renewable
Energy Authority (NREA)
on-the-job-training
(OJT)reon how
Water through
generation
from non-conventional
sourceswith
has not
been
adequately
utilized
duewind
to and
FDIs
in RE
projects,
mainly
the high
cost
of
infrastructure
and
facilities
international E&S practices and PRs�
needed for that purpose, mainly seawater desalination plants.
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toExperts
manage
E&S issues
associated
emphasize
the need
to address all techsolar
and
in
compliance
with
good
nical issues within a legally binding
framework
to secure Egypt’s historical water rights, uses
and needs from the Nile. There should also be

Policy Enablers:
policy incentives
have
been
designedthrough
to facilianMaintain
Egyptian monitoring
ensure
the
and updateteam
the to
legal
andthat
regulatory
framework
which has
been
enforced
tatefrom
its implementation
had resources
not been made
quantity
water due
Egypt
is maintained.
Feed-inofTariff,
FiT,tofor
electricity
projects produced
renewable energy
(PV
clear.
Any
updated
national
plan
should
take
Wind). Ameeting
total target
is to
authorize
A - tripartite
between
Egypt,
Ethiopia4300 MW to be achieved over the first period of
into consideration the exponential increase of
applying
the held
FiT� in
This
target
includes
300 MW for rooftop PV installations below 500 kW,
and
Sudan was
Cairo
on 20-21
October
population with the associated increase in deas2000
part of
theforongoing
between
MW
utility negotiations
scale PV installations,
the remaining 2000 MW is from wind energy
mand for drinking water and sanitation. Existing
the
three countries.
Following
the meeting,
installations
with projects
capacities
ranging fromstate
20 MW
up to 50 MW�
of infrastructure
and unsustainable water
Egypt, Sudan and Ethiopia have agreed to idenDevelop similar mechanisms to promote the use of
other
renewables
such
as biomass and
consumption practices are considerations
that
tify an international firm that will study the hyneed to be accounted for in the new plan.
Concentrated Solar�
drological and socio-environmental impacts of
Project dam
is a great
incentive
to promote
ofMinistry
Solar and
wind several
projectpublic
in the
areas
launched
awareness
Ethiopian
on Egypt
and Sudan.
However,investmentThe
coupled
with the
above
FiT� of
campaigns to influence public consumption patEthiopia
is going
ahead
with mentioned
the construction
terns and behaviours towards more sustainable
the ■
Dam
without electricity
waiting for the
impact assessEnhance
security
lines. The result was moderate at best due to
ment studies to be concluded.
■ Maximize RE share in energy mix
limited funding and campaign design. As early
Institutional
Policy Framework: The Minis■ Createand
Jobs
as 2000, a project to upgrade irrigation systems
try of Water Resources and Irrigation (MWRI) is
and modernize surface irrigated methods have
the
main body Results:
responsible for water related
Expected
been proposed as opposed to traditional flood
policies and strategies. It is entrusted with monImpact
irrigation system
itoring water resources and rationalization of its
Support
theand
integration
of social
and environmental
dimensions
during
theirrigation
development
of is
However,
modern
surface
although
use,
planning
implementation
of water
dewind and projects,
solar power
cheaper that drip irrigation has not been intevelopment
and plants
the management of
grated or mainstreamed as the method of
the irrigation
system in Egypt. Policies designed
Outcomes
choice. Although less efficient than drip irrigaand implemented by the Ministry is supported
■ Promotion of Renewable Energy application in Egypt�
tion modern surface irrigation if practiced in the
by the National Water Research Center
■ Egypt
become
main
supplier
of solar and old
wind
energy
in Europe,
Africa
& on the
lands
and delta
could save
10%-15%
(NWRC).
It is ato
research
entity
within
the MWRI.
East countries�
medium term while is cost effective.
Under Middle
the Centre’s
umbrella, twelve research
institutes
support ongoing projects and naOutputs
The Holding Company for Drinking Water and
tional development plans.
■ Analysis of existing situation and the baselineWastewater
for the project
operates under the umbrella of the
Ministry
of Housing
was estabMWRI
expected
to on
workthe
closely
with the Min■ is
Data
report
distribution
and abundance
of fauna,
flora and
andUtilities
habitats
lished
accordance
the plants
Presidential Deistry ofatAgriculture
since about
85% of
risk of being
impacted
by Egypt’s
the development
of inwind
– solarwith
power
cree No. 135/2004.
water goes to agriculture. In 2015, the Governincluding socio-economic, cultural and historical baseline, and associated
ment has planned an additional 1 million fedmitigation measures�
The main goal of the company is to treat, and
dan to be reclaimed for agricultural purposes in
distribute
■ Report
the field
observation
forfedthe Bird migration. drinking water and collect, treat and
addition
to the of
existing
8 million
reclaimed
safely dispose of wastewater, either directly or
dan.■Some
experts
are concerned
that usage of
Project
approval
from EEAA�
through affiliate companies.
non-renewable groundwater might not be the
best option, and alternative sources and
Recently, the Company has developed a plan to
measures should be introduced.
extend drinking water to the deprived villages,
as well as to improve the maintenance, replaceMWRI is currently updating the National Water
ment and renovation activities for drinking waResources Plan (NWRP) to address water scarter and wastewater collection systems. Public
city, including the efficient use and conservaawareness campaigns were launched in order
tion of water resources. Although the extent to
to raise awareness of users to more efficient
which the plan was previously implemented or
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PROJECT # 6
and
sustainable consumption
patterns, includEco-innovation
approach
in Small
ing those causing pollution of waterways and
in Egypt
underground water.

amendments.
Among theEnterprises
suggested amendand
Medium-sized
ments to the law is adding more stringent
measures and high penalties for noncompliance.

Also
a 2030 national
Presented
by:wastewater strategy by CEDARE Water Department has recently been deRegarding water quality and polluting disEgypt National Cleaner Production Centre (ENCPC)
veloped to extend wastewater treatment for
charges, law 84 enacted 1982 was introduced
agricultural purposes. The strategy aims at proto prohibit the discharging of untreated water
Cross Cutting Sectors:
moting the sustainable use of water from all
and other solid pollutants and waste into the
Agriculture/Agro-food
Sector,
SMEs
development
sources,
underground, Nile
water,
rainwater
Nile River, irrigation and drainage canals, lakes
though limited, and treated wastewater. The
and groundwater without a license issued by
Project
Rationale/Background
use
of desalinated
seawater is currently being
the MWRI. Licenses can be issued as long as the
seriously
considered.
A committee
operating
The United
Nations
Environment
Programme (UNEP)
has
partnered
with theThe
European
effluents
meet
the set standards.
license inunder the Ministry of housing and utilities, and
Commission (EC) to promote resource efficiency and
eco-innovation
in an
effort
tothat
change
cludes
both
the
quantity
and
quality
is perthrough has been created in 2013 to be in
consumption
production
patterns
in developing
countries
and economies
in transition�
mitted
to be discharged.
Discharging
without a
charge
of settingand
codes
for desalination
for dolicense
resultor
in asignificantly
fine.
Eco-innovation
of can
a new
improved
mestic
purposes. is the development and application
product (good/service) or process, a new organization method or a new business practice
Law 4/1992 sets "effluent standards" for solid
The
irrigation
and drainage
thatmanagement
will lead to for
improved
economic
and environmental
performance�
and hazardous
waste and for discharges into
water has being handled by MWRI, while drinkthe marine environment. Lack of enforcement
ing and sanitation by the Ministry of Housing
Against this backdrop, it is necessary for Egypt asand
part
of harmonizing
policies
with
compliance
continuelocal
to be the
main hurdle
and Utilities through the holding company is
international
trends and
technology
to embrace
initiatives
promulgateIn
facing
the sustainability
of that
the ecosystem.
representing
a constraint
for new
designing
an inte- discourses
eco innovation
to supportstrategy
the creation
enterprises
as viable
marketwere
players�
standard
and codes
set Iffor
grated
water management
for theof green 2008,
country.
Water
subsidiescommunities
and low water
wastewater
reuse,imperative,
and have it
been
lately upcreating
sustainable
is tariffs
gradually becoming
a national
is therefore
continue
to
encourage
inefficient
and
wasteful
the enterprises
strategic 2030
Vision for
important to re-direct the private sector, especiallydated
smallfollowing
SMEs and
towards
ecorewater consumption practices.
use.
–innovation� The main objective of the project is to demonstrate and put in place within
the Egyptian context the UNEP eco-innovation approach
andInitiatives
conceptand
in pilot
projectsThe
from
Voluntary
Partnerships:
imLegislation
Egyptian SMEs from the industrial sector�
portance and contribution of International orLaw 12-1984 dealing with irrigation and drainganizations to support Government efforts in
age
water isComponents:
the principle piece of legislation
Project
water infrastructure project have been a signifregulating the use of water, water management
icant instrument in Egypt’s attempts to attain
Description:
for
different uses, including for agricultural pursustainability in water production and conposes.
The main aim of the project is to create the enabling
environment for service providers,
sumption.
technical
institutions
and other
to support Small and Medium Sized
The
law refers
to the prohibitions
for relevant
the use ofintermediaries
As far as donor support is concerned, the EuroEnterprises
(SMEs)for
toagricultural
improve their
products and production processes for an enhanced
untreated
wastewater
purposes
pean Union is a major supporter of Egypt’s waand
sets limits for and
the use
of underground
wa- The project
environmental
economic
performance.
targets
to have
specific focus
on
ter sector.
Activities
anda programmes
include
ter.
It also includes provisions
to fines
Agriculture/Agro-food
sectorrelated
amongst
other industrial
sectors�in infrastructure, especially dealing
investment
against violators, and conflict resolution mechwith wastewater infrastructure leading to dianisms.
However,
the law was not able to enProject
Objectives:
rect community benefits and job creation.
force modern irrigation methods, cut on water
Other activities
include inthe
introduction of
■ Raising awareness and capacity building on eco-innovation
approach
Egyptian
losses or enforce penalties and punish violators.
good practices and guidelines for efficient and
industrial sector is achieved�
There is a lack of monitoring, enforcement and
sustainable water use practices, policies, and
■ Improvement
of system.
knowledge
and skills
implementation in the
compliance
tools in the
However,
the for eco-innovation
measures. The EU has funded a set of reform
law is Egyptian
currently SMEs
under inreview
and open for
Agro Agriculture/Agro-food
sector
as a high
case study
benchmarks
in thepriority
water sector,
activities cover

the following: of Eco-innovation in
■ 5 successful stories/business cases for demonstration
SMEs from the Agriculture/Agro-food sector were developed�
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■ Dissemination and promotion of eco-innovation concept/approach for up-scaling
and replication
in the Egyptian
industrial sector
was achieved�
Although
solutions and management ap Decentralized
water management
systems
proaches and
have businesses
been proposed
by specialized
 Cost
Recovery and
water losses
■ Enhance
economic
competitiveness of enterprises
(SMEs),
experts
and
practitioners,
the
key
to the solu Climate
adaptation
whilechange
reducing
their environmental impacts;
tion lies in designing an integrated system that
 Expanding water and wastewater coverage
■ Improvement of the access to finance pilot projects in cleaner & more resource
involves different actors, including the informal
to protect the public health of the Egyptian
efficient (water, energy, raw materials and waste
minimization)
, manufacturing
sector
and the general
public and that takes
citizens from water-borne diseases
technology and green business;
into account collectively the various processes
The■GIZ
also
supports
a
number
of
water
retreatment and disContribution to the creation of new business(Collection,
and jobs transportation,
with an environmental
lated projects. Some of the projects under the
posal).
added value�
programme include the following:
Proper regulations and incentives should be in
- Activities:
Water Resources Management Reform Proplace to encourage the involvement of different
gramme
with Ministry
of Water Resources
and
■ Preliminary
assessment
report (market,
company
and sector
analysis)
with
stakeholders
andlevel
ensure
their continuous
enIrrigation
Ministry for companies
Agriculture and
the(MWRI);
list of outreached
and corresponding
assessment
(at
least
20),
gagement. Addressing the solid waste problem
Land Reclamation (MALR)
is challenging
given the existing govern■ Summary report on rationale for selecting thein7Egypt
SMEs
to be engaged�
ance and institutional set up. This is aggravated
- Water
and Wastewater
Management
■ Business
Model canvas
and Life Procycle thinking tool for at least 5 companies�
by the estimated annual increase of 2.3%.xlvii
gramme (WWMP) with Ministry of Housing,
■ Roadmaps for application of eco-innovation for at least 5 companies�
Utilities and Urban Development (MoHUUD).
Institutional and Policy Framework: The insti■ Case study report from at least 5 companies as outlined in Annex 1A� template
tutional framework for the sector has been relThe World
the IFC and other regional and
to beBank,
provided)
atively unclear for many stakeholders. A new
international development banks are also fi■ Lessons
learned
reportunder
(template
to be provided
by UNEP)�
Ministry
of Urban Renewal and Informal Settlenancing
water related
projects
a partnerments has been created and is now responsible
Final National
workshop
ship■framework
arrangement
withreport�
the Governfor municipal and construction and demolition
ment.
■ Egyptian-Dutch
Final progress Advisory
report� Panel on Water
solid waste management, while other waste
Management (APP) was another collaborative
streams including agricultural, hazardous and
arrangement
with the
with a posiProject Lead
&government
Participating
Stakeholders/Partners:
industrial waste, are managed by the Ministry
tive results and came to an end.
■ Egypt National Cleaner Production Centre
of Environment.
Elements
of SCPEnvironmental
in Municipal Solid
Waste
■ Egyptian
Affairs
Agency (EEAA)�
In 2000, the Ministry of Environment adopted
■
Egyptian
Chamber
of
Chemical
Industries�
Solid waste, especially municipal solid waste
the “National Strategy for Integrated Municipal
management
and
disposal
issues
have
been
a
Solid Waste Management”. However the extent
■ Egyptian Chamber of Food Industries�
constant reminder of public policy failure in
of the success of this strategy remained mod■ SWITCH MED -CEDARE�
what should be considered as an essential and
est. The Government established an Inter- Min■ public
Academy
of Scientific Research and Technology
(ASRT).
basic
service.
isterial
Committee (IMC) in 2009 to address the
■ Academia�
situation representatives from all key MinisInappropriate waste handling, storage, collectries. The committee was entrusted to put a viFinancial and
Institution
tion,■ treatment
disposal (National
practices Bank,��)�
domision of SWM policies.
nate
sector.
public
on the other hand,
‐ the
NGOs
(e�gThe
ICE
Cairo)
lack adequate encouragement for adopting a
As a result, a National Solid Waste Management
Possible
Funding
more
responsible
approachModel:
to waste disposal.
Programme (NSWMP) has been established
Disposal
often
takes
place
in
open
dumpsites,
the supportregional
of Germanand
development
coopInternational donors, international green funding with
mechanisms,
international
where
often
waste
pickers
mainly
from
the
ineration to overhaul the policy governance of
development banks�
formal sector separate recyclable materials and
the sector. The Programme also aims to address
the rest is left out to pile up in the street or
current weak legislations and upgrade instituburnt causing pollution and methane emistional capacity and eliminate conflicts of redunsions.
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Policy Enablers:

hancement, general cleanliness and improvedant work scopes. In 2014, an “Egyptian Inte■ Forge international agreements to transfer international knowledge and nurture
ment of slum areas. The Ministry is expected to
grated Solid Waste Management Sector
home grown understanding of the eco-innovation concept�
put in place a new system to deal with munici(ISWMS)” was established under the Ministry of
■
Provide
educational
trainings,
certifications
andsolid
experiential
learning
through
pal
waste piling
up in many
residential arEnvironment as a first step towards the estabinternational
study
tours
on
how
to
encourage
eco-enterprises�
eas in several urban and rural settlements in
lishment of an Egyptian Solid Waste ManageEgypt. It is also exploring business opportunities
ment■ Agency
(ESWA).
Support the creation of demand for green products�
in recycling. The long term goal is that an inteAccording
to the
‘Green economy
■ Provide
technical
assistanceScoping
and access to finance to local business and
grated solid waste management system is introStudy for
Egypt’, some
of the policies
taken by
encourage
sustainable
entrepreneurship�
duced in Egypt which aims to prevent, reduce,
the Government include a tax break for 5 years
■ Conduct awareness campaigns
recycle, reuse, recover, and the save disposal of
and custom duty exemptions for SWM equipwaste. The Ministry is trying to find methods
Engaging
privateframework
sector, including
ment■ and
in 2006, the
a strategic
for the suppliers�
and plans to integrate the informal sector, who
recycling of MSW was also introduced.
have already formed their own syndicate, into
Expected Results:
the formal sector, as well as encourage the creThe Government
Outcomeshas also attempted to restrucation of small businesses in solid waste sector.
ture the conventional informal waste collection
■
Policy
measures
for
promotion
of
Eco-innovation
for SMEs
system the “Zabaleen” or garbage collectors
Legislation: The country has no unified solid
Raising
awareness
capacity building on Eco-innovation for SMEs is achieved
and ■
integrate
them
in formaland
systems.
waste management law. However, the sector is
■
Local
manufacturing
and
upgrading
of
SMEs
through its
chain on General Public
governed
by supply
law 38/1967
In December 2013, the Ministry of Environment
and law is
4/1994
for theforProtection
■ Innovative
to for
finance
for promotionCleanliness
Eco-innovation
in place
launched
a nationalaccess
campaign
“Separating
of the Environment. The Public Private Partnerwaste from
the source”
Egyptian
marketto collect wastes from
ship Law 67/2010 (the PPP Law) issued by the
houses by separating it into two main compoMinistry of Finance is considered a facilitating
Indicators:
nents:
organic wastes and solid waste. The camframework to invest in the sector’s infrastrucpaignExecution
started with Indicators
a pilot project in Giza’s northture and integrate interested private sector inern district of Dokki.
■ Assessment national report on (market, company
andAsector
analysis)
with
vestors.
unifiedlevel
law for
waste management
is
The Ministry
of
Environment
jointly
with
the
the list of outreached companies and corresponding
assessment
(at
least
20),
currently being prepared for consultation with
Ministry of Local Development, have taken
variousto
stakeholders.
■ Summary report on rationale for selecting thethe
7 SMEs
be engaged�
some measures to tackle the waste problem
■ Business
Model
and Life
cycle thinking
tool for Initiatives
at least 5 companies�
Voluntary
and Partnerships: The
creating
new landfills
andcanvas
announcing
the proGovernment
has
generally
vision
lands for building
new recycling
facto■ of
Roadmaps
for application
of eco-innovation
for at least 5 companies� been assuming full
responsibility in managing solid waste in Egypt.
ries.■AnCase
Egyptian
SolidatWaste
studyForum
reportforfrom
least Man5 companies as outlined in Annex 1A� template
Apart from the informal sector who used to play
agement was inaugurated the same year in orto be provided)
an important role, the private sector involveder to exchange knowledge and social visions in
ment has remained modest due to lack incenthe field of solid waste management.
Impact Indicators
tives and an institutional framework to encourMeanwhile
strategic
directives
for the waste
■ Enabling
polices
for promotion
of Eco-innovation
for
SMEs
age its
involvement.
The previous experience of
management sector were drafted through the
subcontracting companies for waste collection
■ Demonstration of Eco-innovation in specific sectors
support of the NSWMP. The strategic directives
proved inadequate. In rural areas there is a
■ Up-scaling
strategies
for eco-innovation
tools on national level�
highlights
key principles
and approaches
for regeneral lack of service provision and it is comforming the waste sector. This is expected to be
mon that NGOs for CDAs assume such responsifollowed by a national strategy for waste manbility for a fee paid by the residents. According
agement.
to the country report on the solid waste management in EGYPT 2014 by SWEEP-Net, the sucThe new Ministry for Urban Renewal and Inforcessful
engagement of the private sector remal Settlements is now responsible for the enquires a clear and transparent management
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2: SCP Component for Integrated
Community Development

system. This should include clear technical
specifications for tendering, codes, regulations,
safety requirements, compliance and monitoring
mechanisms.
The
working groups under this

component proposed 1 Project

PROJECT # 7:

CHAPTER 5: Conclusions and
Productive Low cost Environmentally Friendly Village (PLEV) –
Recommendations
National
Scale Pilot Project
The following tables is an effort to present the main findings and policy considerations facing Egypt’s current
SCP policy agenda:
Presented
by:
Housing and Building
National Research
Center
 Unsustainable
consumption
and production patterns continue to represent
one of the main challenges facing Egypt and is resulting in inefficient allocation
Cross Cutting Sectors:
and use of resources, increased generation of solid and wastewater, and pollution. Technologies for sustainable water and energy, agriculture,
Environmental Friendly
 Unsustainable
consumption
patternsDevelopment
are in many instances
to in-waste management
and green housingEconomic
– Social attributed
Development
Main General
herent
cultural
and
social
habits.
Environmental Planning and Design –Sustainable Energy
Findings
 There is an increasing recognition for the need to make a qualitative shift towards green economy as a means to achieve sustainable development.
Project Rationale/Background
 For the first time, the new Constitution has included sustainable development
The purpose of this project is to establish a pilot model of a sustainable community based
as a path that the Egyptian economy need to pursue to address its current
on the existing potentials of one specific site (currently in Fayoum governorate which is the
challenges.
poorest and least developed in Egypt and another proposed location in Minya Governorate
 The concept of sustainable development is therefore being gradually taken up
in upper Egypt where
850�000
will be cultivated out of the 1�5 million Feddan
by policy
actorsFeddan
in the country.
National Project)�
modelthe
can
beto
documented,
assessed,
thenmechanism
advocated
 Such
However,
way
realize a green
economyevaluated,
including a and
national
and promoted for replication
cover theand
current
allocated
sitesmore
for 400
communities
for cleaner to
production
consumption
require
thannew
a political
will.
in desert remote villages
as
well
as
the
communities
will
be
established
around
the
1�5
Consequently, there is no clear policies specifically tailored to encourage sustainable
consumption
and production
in patterns.
million feddan National
Project.
This sustainable
community
model will be the first in Egypt
 There is generally a lack of integrated policymaking, where environmental and
and Middle East�
social consideration, including SCP considerations is integrated in sectoral and
macroeconomic
policies.
PLEV project is based
on principles
of sustainable development as stated in the unified

In
all
discussed
sectors
there
is a Green
clear lack
of theRating
SCP policy
component
building law and environmental laws as well
as the
Pyramid
System
(GPRS) as
as
existing set of tools and policy incentives apart from effort of introducing genessential conditions for sustainable and green development� The project seeks to embrace
eral policies for encouraging sustainability without a clear organization or
innovative technologies
particularly relevant to agricultural and desert areas development
structure.
especially in relation
to energy,
infrastructure,
sustainable
resources
management�
This
 Weak
institutional
governanceand
structure,
regulations,
compliance
and enforceapproach will be reflected
the project’s
green economy base, the sustainable and green
ment areinserious
obstacles.
environmental, physical,
infrastructure
planning
as well
setting astructure
practicalthat
Model
There isand
a need
for a reformed
governance
and as
institutional
can
support
the transition
to a green
and sustainable
economy,
more
sustainfor smart villages and
community
development
concepts�
The project
alsoand
gives
priority
to
able
production
and
consumption
patterns.
innovations related to social networking and digital communities�
 There is generally a lack of inter-ministerial coordination and consequently
policy
The basic approachlack
for of
PLEV
is harmonization.
to adopt the lesson learned from the experience of the new
cities since their occupancy rate is less than 5 % since it provided housing and commercial
locations but did not focus on creating sufficient jobs for the inhabitants. PLEV will provide
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for each village about 11,500 jobs of which 8,500 for the village inhabitants and 3000
for workers living around the village location� When expanded to the entire desert villages
 There are patterns of conflicting policies and lack of harmonization effort decommunities it should
4�4 Million
jobscommittees,
in total of councils
which 3�2
jobs for the
spiteestablish
the existence
of national
andMillion
other collaborative
PLEV inhabitants and
1�2 Million for tenants of the surrounding areas� The job creation
platforms.

Public
institutions
lack
the enforcement
and implementation
ability
and
tools
will mean by fact the increase
of the
production
and added
value and in turn
will
lead
to
needed
to
successfully
turn
strategies
and
plans
into
an
operational
action
increase of the GDP and the decrease of the social dependency on government by increasing
plans with clear target and benchmark.
tax revenue and decreasing subsidiary for the poor thus lead to major improvement to the
 Lack of a governmental mechanism to ensure stakeholders participation, ingeneral budget balance
of civil
Egypt�
cluding
society, associations and the private sector in the process of for-

mulating policies and strategies in general.
PLEV project deals
withofthree
maindecision
problems
in Egypt
which
Unemployment,
Housing
 Lack
informed
makers
that have
theare:
skills
and administrative
qualities to implement
SCP related
policies.
& Slum Areas, inefficient
use of energy,
water
and natural resources which resulted
Lack of technical skills in the public sector and the absence of specialized instideterioration of environment�
tutions entrusted to implement SCP policies in the different sectors.
 Lack
of public
system
checks framework
and balancesofand
a strong monitoring
and eval■ Unemployment
Rate:
Within
theoflarger
sustainable
economic
uation mechanism to review progress and impediments.
growth, the project addresses special attention to job creation in all economic
 Lack of research and development structure in the form of research centers,
sectors including
agriculture,
services,
new innovation
technology,
universities,
grants,industry,
scholarships
to encourage
and energy,
creation of loaffordable low cost
for the youth,
toand
a community
cally housing
cheap technologies
thatestablishing
promote SCPbelonging
applications
methods.
base, establishing a working model for sustainable and green communities� The
project will focus on youth as well as the poor, women, and marginal citizens in
 Egypt is increasingly witnessing a widening gap between energy supply and
a multi-disciplinary fashion through life cycle approach� According to a 2015
demand thus impacting negatively on municipal consumption and economic
report that was issued
by the Central Agency for Public Mobilization and Statistics
activities.
(CAPMAS), unemployment
rate
falls torepresenting
12�7% in athe
second
quarter
(Q2) of budgEnergy and fuel
subsidies,
huge
burden
on Government
ets is creating
market
and
contributingindividuals
to unsustainable
production
2015 in the 15-64
age range,
Thedistortions
number of
unemployed
reached
and consumption
3�5 million, marking
12�7% ofpatterns.
the total labor force� The same report showed
 The phasing out of fuel and energy subsidies by the Government is a first step
that Egyptian youth represent 23�6% of the total population, around 20�7m,
in the right direction.
and around 26�6% of those youth suffer unemployment, while 51�2% suffer
 Bridging the gap between supply and demand through imports has resulted in
poverty, Youth increasing
close to the
povertybill
line
to 27�8%, while those under
the import
for amount
fuel and gas.
poverty line comprise
24�1%
of be
their
total� Regarding
youth
unemployment,
it
Measures
need to
introduced
to increase
energy
efficiency by upgrading
the
electricity
network
grid
and
enhancing
the
operational
capacity
of
reached 26�6% among young people aged 15-29 years, of which 23�6% areexisting
facilities.
aged in the 15-19
age groups. Of this figure, 35.6% were aged between 20 There is a need for the Government to come up with an energy mix that satis24 years, and 18�5% were aged 25-29 years� However, unemployment amidst
fies the future energy needs for Egypt that relies on unconventional sources of
educated
people
marked
38�2%
of the total
labor
Energy
Sector youngenergy,
with
emphasis
on renewable
sources
of force
energy.with the same
age range, of
44.6%
held a university
education
or higher.
Of thisoffigure,
 which
Though
the Government
has recently
approved
the importing
coal to meet
35�7% had achieved
secondary
education,
andinvestments
33�6% heldare
university
or higher
the current
shortage
of fuel, major
being directed
towards renewable
sources
of
energy.
education� PLEV targeting to create jobs which will mean by fact the increase of
 Greening
thevalue
energy
and
and conthe production
and added
andsector
in turn
willadopting
lead to sustainable
increase of production
the GDP and
sumption patterns will go a long way into promoting the sustainability of the
the decrease of the social dependency on government by increasing tax revenue
energy sector.
and decreasing
subsidiary
for the
poor
thus
lead
to major
improvement
topolicies
the due
 The
energy sector
is the
most
active
sector
in adopting
SCP related
general budget to
balance
of Egypt
�For that
PLEV
project
calling forto
PRODUCTIVE
the energy
crisis which
have
forced
the Government
take action and look
for
alternative
solutions.
community�
 The Government has launched a number of energy efficiency campaigns addressing
thewith
public,
but there
is a affordable
lack of institutions,
and tools to ad■ Housing & Slum
Areas:
shortage
in the
housingpolicies
units resulting
dress unsustainable consumption.
in the growth of slum areas. Although accurate figures are hard to come by, the
estimated number of slums in Egypt ranges between 1300 and 1750, and
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■ accommodating as many as 15 million Egyptians. The government-affiliated
Information and Decision Support Center found that by February 2013, the
 There is a need for a well-structured institutional framework to govern the
area covered by
slums
for 37�5 percent
of the
total area
of and
226projects
sector
andaccounted
act as a clearing-house
for the many
initiatives,
policies
Egyptian cities�taken
Theirbyreport
stated
that slums
aredifferent
divided cross
into cutting
unplanned
a widealso
variety
of institutions
from
sectors.

Lack
of
a
legislative
framework
that
encourages
the
use
of
renewable
settlements, accounting for approximately 97 percent of the area, with the energy
and efficiency
measures.
remaining 3 percent
classified
as unsafe areas. For that PLEV project calling for
LOW COST housing & Infra structure�

 The sector suffers from low productivity, especially related to the production
■ Inefficient use
energy
and such
water:
Environment
rapidly
in a real
of of
strategic
produce
as wheat
and corndeteriorating
which made food
security
challenge.
Egypt combining
with the water, energy and resources declination� Egypt is
 Excessive
useenergy
of synthetic
fertilizers
pesticides.
currently facing
a serious
problem
with and
demand
far exceeding current

Lack
of
community
and
rural
development
including
of physicalmix
infrastrucsupply taking into consideration that the energy production and lack
consumption
ture in the form of roads, water and sanitary connections, and lack and defiin Egypt relies mainly on conventional resources� More than 90% of total energy
ciency in the social services including education and health.
needs come from
fossil
fuel andregulatory
natural gas,
while the
contribution
of renewable
Lack
of adequate
framework
and
incentive measures
that encourenergy is relatively
minor�
In
addition,
The
main
consumer
of
electricity
in
Egypt
ages investments in agriculture and agriculture related activities.
is the residential
which
42% resources
of the total
consumption,agricul Low sector
production
dueaccounts
to limitedfor
natural
and unsustainable
Agriculture
tural
practices.
followed by the industrial sector (28%)� The consumption of the residential
Sector
Increased
water
and energy
and waste
generation
andand
CO2 emissector has been
steadily
increasing
in consumption
the recent years�
Water
quantity
sions due unsustainable agricultural practices, including irrigation practices.
quality are both negatively impacted� There is acute water scarcity whereby per
 The agriculture sector consumes about more than 85% of water available in
capita water share
is from
expected
to decline
currentimmediate
level of 900m3
to about
Egypt
different
sources,from
thus arequired
water saving
measures
670m3 in 2017�
In
addition,
the
lack
of
connection
to
the
sewerage
system
to address the water scarcity challenge in Egypt.
 Lack threat
of job opportunities
due 5to per
decreasing
of investments.
remains a serious
with less than
cent oflevel
households
connected
 (ILO,
Steps taken
lately
Government
to integrate
considerations in
in rural areas
2010)�
Forbythat
PLEV project
callingsustainability
for Environmentally
developing
agriculture
strategy
2030.
friendly villages and communities�
 There is a serious attempt by the government to phase-out subsidies on chemical fertilizers, which have been a main factor of the environmental degradaDescription: tion witnessed in this sector.
 at
Lack
of serious implementation
a sustainable
through
PLEV application
experimental
model then of
scaling
up willagricultural
establishstrategy
real developed
long-term
policies
and
programmes.
sustainable and green communities where community members can live, work, and enjoy a
 quality
Lack of policies
food consumption.
high standard and
of life� addressing
These are unsustainable
in fact very responsive
to the popular demands

The
level
of
coordination
between
the
Ministry
of
Agriculture
Ministry
of
of the youth and Egyptians in jobs (bread), choices (freedom), and socialand
justice�
PLEV
Water
Resources
and
Irrigation
can
benefit
from
closer
coordination
and
polwill be based on better management of natural and man-made resources, optimizing the
icy harmonization.
use of resources through all aspects of supply – use – demand optimal management� PLEV
 Absence of laws and regulations that encourage sustainable agriculture pracwill establish a community that satisfies the current generation demands and maintain the
tices.
future generation requirements�
 Lack compliance and enforcement.
This project aims at establishing an integrated community where young people can live by
 Egypt is currently considered as a water scare country.
creating a developed,
green, andwater
sustainable
human
settlement�
Hence
the basic
natural
 Unsustainable
consumption
patterns
in almost
all sectors
have serienvironmental resources
will beEgypt’s
the base
forresources.
selection of the location. Then the specific
ously drained
water
 Government
on suggested
the use of non-conventional
resources
is modgeographical features
will be thereliance
base for
solutions� PLEV water
will cover
a wide
range
est.
of economic activities including agriculture, animal production, fisheries and fish breading,
 activities
There areincluding
a numberagro-industry,
of measures that
address
different aspects
of water
manpoultry, industrial
microenterprises,
handicraft
and small
agement and conservation, however these are not built around an integrated
industries, as well as all services activities� It will cover all community services including
framework.
education, health, cultural, ICT, and social services� The used urban model is to set an ideal
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example for the use of low cost economic and environmental friendly patterns that can be
expanded to other areas of Egypt. It will reflect the environmental and geographical location
 There is limited use of recycled wastewater for other than those directly recharacteristics�
lated to human consumption.
Water Sector
 It is becoming increasingly apparent that seawater desalination will repreProject Objective:
sent an important source for water supply in Egypt.
 Private
sector
engagement
projects
and investments
is rather
limited.within
The proposal main
objective
is to
develop ainPLEV
methodology
that can
be tested

There
is
a
lack
of
a
clear
long-term
strategy
and
vision
for
integrated
water
this first site of 2000 feddan model and upon its evaluation and proof of success replicated
management in Egypt.
to the rest of Egyptian
 There is a lack of an integrated water management strategy that oversee an
action plan for supplying water from non-conventional resources, replenish
Specific Objectives:
water ecosystems and conserve water.
■ Building 5000 low cost green housing units to establishing a realistic model for
 There are no specific policies introduced by the Government that is designed
affordable low cost housing for the youth using low cost buildings techniques
to encourage SCP.
and green technologies in water & energy�
 There is a lack of seriously addressing the consumption side of the water crisis
■ Housing 25,000
persons
to dealofwith
population
with
the exception
some
awarenessexpansion
campaigns.outside the narrow
Nile Valley� The institutional setup with different ministries responsible for water related
issues jobs
is notinconducive
of attaining
for water man■ Creation of 11,500
PLEV village
based aonharmonized
the study framework
of local resources
agement.
to address chronic
unemployment problem�
 There is a growing need to improve water supply through the introduction of
■ Cultivating 1000 Fadden of organic crops using green technologies for modern
non-conventional sources of water such as water reuse and desalination, and
agriculture
the introduction of policies and measures that promote its sustainable use and
consumption.
■ Integrating economical
development in all economic branches including
arebranches,
different laws
and regulations
that new
govern
water management and
agriculture withThere
all its
industry,
services, and
technology�
no unifying water law to integrate existing regulations.
■ Saving 8750 GW/hr which is 25 % of expected total Energy Consumption by
introduction of Renewable Energy solutions to PLEV community
 aDespite
Government
efforts,
municipal
collection
disposal re■ Establishing
working
model and
business
plan solid
for waste
sustainable
andand
green
main
an
unresolved
issue
indicating
the
need
for
a
new
policy
perspective
to
communities�
face the increasing volume of waste and related health hazards.

Organic municipal solid waste and agricultural waste can provide a source for
Project Components:
energy, compost, and for other uses.
The pilot will be
inthe
theinformal
allocated
land
2000
feddan
as antoexperimental
 established
Integration of
sector
intoofthe
economy
remains
be one of the
Municipal
Solid
& research
hub of outstanding
these threeissues
majorthat
issues�
will spread out the know-how in
need The
to bevillage
resolved.
Waste
 management,
There is no unifying
or dedicated
for solid
management.
cultivation, water
left over
material law
recycling
& waste
renewable
energy technology�
 main
So farzones:
Government efforts have fallen short of designing an integrated manageIt will include five
ment system for the sector.
 Undertaken
campaigns
Green Techno-Centre
Hub (R&
D) for sorting at the source has not been successful.
 There are no specific policies to encourage SCP in particular.
■ Renewable Energy
Techno-Centre
Current
policies undertaken by relevant ministries do not focus on re-directing
the sector
from a liability to a profit generating one through recycling.
■ Agro Techno Centre
(Agriculture)
 It is not clear how the current institutional setup will realize the goal of zero
■ Aqua Techno Centre (Water)
waste that has been set as a goal of the Ministry of Urban Renewal and informal
Productive Park settlements.
■ Organic Farms
■ Green Industry
■ Green Business
■ Recycling units
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2013, Transitioning to a Green Economy in Egypt: A Scoping Study, Egyptian Environmental Affairs Agency, and United Nations
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Developing National Action Plans (NAP) for Sustainable Consumption and Production (SCP) contributes
to poverty alleviation, environmental sustainability and the development of a green economy.
National SCP-NAPs are considered the first step in a country’s response to the 2015 adopted Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs) and in particular Goal 12: Responsible consumption and production.
The SCP-NAP process in Egypt is based on the 2013 “Green Economy Scoping Study” that assessed
the potential for Egypt’s transition to a green economy and sustainable development. This study focused
on water, agriculture, energy and municipal solid waste.
The main objectives of the document at hand is to lay a detailed preparatory baseline and assessment
study to support the process of formulating the framework for an Action Plan for sustainable
consumption and production (SCP) in Egypt.
It explores recent updates relevant SCP policies and initiatives in an effort to monitor the current
challenges and opportunities that face emerging priority sectors in Egypt, including energy, waste, water,
and agriculture.
It maps existing policy gaps, examines existing trends and patterns of policy changes and assess
efficiency of their implementation. in addition, it aims to identify priorities, projects, and activities of
national strategies primarily involved in promoting sustainable consumption and production, including
laws, agreements, market instruments, and voluntary initiatives.
UNEP-DTIE as coordinator of the national SCP policy component of the EU-funded SwitchMed program
provided advisory services and technical assistance to the national SCP-NAP process in Egypt.
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